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ABSTRACT'-This paper examines and discusses the current status of

productivity in the construction industry from the Construction

Manager's perspective. The paper deals mainly with labor

productivity within the construction industry and briefly

discusses "White Collar" productivity.

Chapter one will review the recent history of productivity

in the construction industry, the importance of productivity in
'S

society and views as to why some people are concerned about the

current state of affairs. From understanding the current status

chapter one will talk about the direction the industry is heading

• and elaborate on current developments.

Chapter two goes directly into the methods of productivity

measurement starting out with the various industry and

governmental definitions to the latest performance evaluation

techniques. Chapter two will tie together the importance of

productivity with estimating, profits, and accurate cost

accounting.

Chapter three will discuss in depth the many in+luences on

productivity within the construction industry. It will attempt

to dispel some of the current myths and excuses and provide an

accurate overview of potential impacts from numerous new

devel opments.

Chapter four will investigate the human incentives and

motivations that influence the human productivity on the job site

and in the office. This will start out with a quic . review of

current human motivational theories and develop into a more
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detailed review of the recent studies performed on the job sites

throughout the United States.

Chapter five will provide a comprehensive 18 point program

of action for the construction manager to implement in the field

or in the office to increase productivity on various job sites.
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CHAPTER ONE

PRODUCTIVITY IN THE CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY

INTRODUCTION

" "-Productivity in the construction industry affects every

aspect of our daily lives, it contributes to our standard of

living, impacts the nations economy and sets the direction for

our future. The purpose of this paper is to heighten our

understanding of productivity in the construction industry from

the construction managers point of view. Using the definition of

*, Folly Scott, the construction manager throughout the paper is

meant to be a professional project manager. The construction

manager works with the owner and the design organization from the

beginning of the design through the completion of the project.

He provides leadership to all the separate components of the

project including the construction team and the management team.

He is technically proficient in construction technology, project

management, and procurement [Scott and Schowalter, 1986]. This

paper assumes that all the readers are familiar with the

construiction terms used and with construction productivity in
f.%

general.

HISTORY OF PRODUCTIVITY

In 1983, the Business Roundtable concluded a four year study

on the construction industry and its practices. The study

started in 1969 when the Construction Users Anti-Inflation

Roundtable committee- were formed. These committees were formed

out of concern and necessity because the cost of constrict ion was

skyrocketing compared to thp rest of the economy.



a.

The concern for construction productivity and cost are not

new to the late 20th century. It dates back more to the days of

Jericho in the year 7800 B.C. Countless professional studies

have been completed and forgotten and some have even managed to

stay with us to now, Thomas Mason from 1792, more specific to the

construction industry, Frederick Taylor from the late 1800"s, and

Frank: Gilbreth who in 1909 published a book of bricklaying

systems. On a more famous note, of course, there is the work of

Henry Gantt who developed the now widely used Bar Chart in 1908

[Drewin, 19823. The strangest result that came from all the

studies in the early 20th century is that most of them were done

as an analysis of construction activities. However, all the

lessons learned over time have been successfully applied to

manufacturing but construction continues to have the same

problems as it did in the early half of the century when the

studies were done.

p The most recent concern for productivity in the construcition

industry is well founded. Since 1909 manufacturing productivity

* per man-hour has increased 2.6 times faster than that o+ the

construction industry, this lack of increase in the construction

industry has had a great effect on our society [F'arker, 1972].

IMPORTANCE OF PRODUCTIVITY ON SOCIETY

As our nation continues to increase or at least maintain our

standard of living we continually try to seek the best use o+ our

national resources and to maintain our competitiveness at home

and overseas. Productivity of the American economy is of a malor

concern to all Americans and to civilized society in general.

%



The level of productivity in the work place is closely tied to

* the quality of life in America. The level of productivity

affects not only our personal security and well being of

individuals but also that of society.

The rest of the world still measures themselves against the

average American worker, and strives to exceed our levels of

output which then affects the way we live our daily lives.

Several countries have exceeded our per worker output [BLS,

19871. Productivity is not the new catch word of the 80's, it has

been and will remain of great importance to any industrial

:Z nation. Productivity sets the pace of our economy. The reason

productivity has gotten so much attention in the United States

industry over the last two decades is because the productivity

4 increase of the United States has been small or negligible. Over

the last couple of decades the productivity rate of the United

States compared with the other industrialized nations has been

very alarming. However in the last serval years the news has

been pretty good. The latest reports from the U.S. Bureau of

Labor Statistics show "Manufacturing productivity rose 3.5

percent in the United States from 1985 to 1986, and, while the

U.S. 196 increase was less than in 1985, it was well above the

U.S. trend rate from 197. and exceeded the productivity gains

recorded by any of the other nine Countries."[BLS, 1987] The

good news for the last two years is encouraging. However, it

does not make up for the years of slow growth in productivity,

nor does it mean the construction industry has increased its

productivity rate.

" N3
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DECLINE OF THE PRODUCTIVITY RATE IN THE U.S

Before beginning an indepth review of the productIvity rate

in the construction industry for the last serval decades it is

'" """ important at this point to understand just why productivity in

the construction industry is so vital to the national

productivity level and to the nation.

According to the National Research Council, the construction

industry accounted for 8.5% of the GNP in 1984. The dollar value

of the construction was estimated at $313 billion. (see table 1)

The National Research Council admitted that this is a

conservative figure since defining and measuring the size cf the

construction industry is difficult because of its fragmented

nature and because construction activities frequently overlap

into other industries. For e*;ample, construction contracts that

call for the installation of carpeting, home appliances, and

*telephones are not counted in the government estimating. The

labor force accounts for 8% of the national work force or more

than 8.6 million workers. There are almost 1 million general and

* specialty contractors in the construction industry, over 5CJO,()C)

architect and engineering firms, over 25,000 building material

*" dealers, 15 major building and construction unions, and 180

. constri-ction related trade associations. As can be seen from the

magnitude rf size of the construction industry when the

2 prodiictii'ty level is not increasing with the rest of the nation,

rir for that matter with the rest of the world, there is a problem

Fr-a; I9b,) to 1973 productivity in the United States rose

-... .. .. ...... ..



TABLE 1 Value of New Construction Put in Place in 1984

(millions of current dollars)

Type of Construction Value

Private Construction
Residential buildings:

New housing units 1.14,620

Non housekeeping (e.g. hotels) 7,000
Additions and alterations 23,440
Total 145,059

Nonresidential buildings:
Industrial 13,745
Office 25,%0
Other commercial 22,167
Religious i 2,132
Educational 1,411
Hospital and institutional 6,297
Miscellaneous 2,455
Total 74,147

Farm nonresidential 2,860

Public utilities:
Telephone and telegraph 7,174
Railroads 3,671
Electric light and power 19,473
Gas 3,233
Petroleum pipelines 271
Total 33,822

All other private 1,912
Total, private construction 257,801

Public Construction

Buildings:
Housing and redevelopment 1,636
Industrial 1,828
Educational 5,557
Hospital 2,039
Other 6,822
Total 17,883

Highways and streets 16,294
Military facilities 2,839
Conservation and development 4,654
Sever systems 6,241
Water supply facilities 2,621
Miscellaneous public 4,654
Total, public construction 55,186

Total, all construction 312,987

SOURCE: Bureau of the Census (1985).

5
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only 3.7% annually while other foreign countries had double or

more our annual rate. The trend continued throughout the 70-'s

and hit a low of 2.4'1 in 1978, rating the United states sixth out

. . of seven countries for increase in productivity.

The U.S. Department of Commerce report on productivity for

* .individual industries shows clearly the main drag on

productivity is the construction industry. (fig 1) The numbers in

the figures must been taken only as a trend indicator since

N estimation of construction productivity is not precise.

INDUSTRY- % PRODUCTIVITY INCREASE

Agriculture 3.64%

Constructi on 0.807.

Government 1. 64%

Manufacturing 2.60%

Minin 3.17%

Public Utilities 5.40

Transportati on 4.60%

-

(Figure 1) Annual Productivity Increase by Industry for 1970

" thru 1980. [Adrian, 1982)3

q The figures presented by the Government are impressive,

however, for the most part inaccurate according to the Business

Roundtable. "It found that the government does compile

4 construction productivity inde':es, but their accuracy is subject

• .to serious doubts, partly because of the apparent under reporting

6%
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of the total value of construction put-in-place, and partly for

technical statistical reasons." [Summary, 1983] The report goes

on to say they, The Business Roundtable, could not find any

statistical concrete evidence that the productivity rate was

decreasing but they could prove it was not increasing which in

their report is just as bad. Part of the problem lies in the lack

of productivity standards. The federal agencies collecting the

data have concluded that an industry's ability to increase

productivity is dependent on the degree that it can set

productivity standards and measure them. Although the absolute

numbers may be in error, the trend is clear in that the

construction industry is having a productivity problem.

DIFFERING VIEWS ON THE DECLINE OF PRODUCTIVITY

The decline of the productivity rate in construction has

many indicators, indexes, and ratings published and distributed,

and some not published, by the U.S. Government and every other

5industrialized government throughout the world. The United

States is not alone in feeling the impact of a decrease in the

productivity rate. In Japan, the construction industry, which

started suffering during the post oil crisis business slump, was

saved by increased government spending on public works projects

which started in 1976. Although saved by their governments

spending they to have suffered with greatly decreased profit

rates and deceasing labor productivity [Hippon, 1983.
"m"4

There are numerous theories as to why the productivity rate

in the construction industry has declined or at least failed to

rise. The problem is a national concern to government, labor and

A7
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the industry. Each of the three segments are blamed in differing

degrees in each theory about the decline of the productivity rate

in construction. Some of the authors are very candid about the

fact there is no single reason for the decline. Other authors

single out one of the segments, government, labor, or the

industry and criticize it. A lot of the authors, because of the

influence of labor on productivity in construction, equate

4 overall productivity with labor productivity. Most of the

articles or books are variations of two prominent theories and

one not so prominent theory.

The first theory is presented by Steven G. Allen [Allen,

1985] "Why Construction Industry Productivity is Declining". He

felt the biggest factor in the decline was the reduction in

skilled labor intensity resulting from a shift in the mix of

output from large scale commercial, industrial, and institutional

projects to single family houses. Through statistic studies he

3 felt this accounted for 41% of the observed decline from 1968

through 1978. The other major contributing factors were Capital-

Labor Ratio, Economics of Scale, Labor Quality, Percentage Union,

and Regional Shifts. The more interesting figures the author
a.

presented was the number of establishments which grew by 30.2%

while labor grew at just 19.5% This resulted in an 8.1% increase

ir average hours per establishment, which converts to a 1.6% S

decline in productivity. The other interesting statistic

provided concerned the average level of schooling, age, and sex

of the work: force. All three of which have increased during the

ten year period. The author converted these statistics into a

". 8



.8% decline in productivity.

He also felt that the government's method for estimating the

deflator used in the productivity formulations is in error. He

provided statistical backup that the difference between the

official deflator and a new deflator he proposes in the paper

accounts for an additional 51% of the reported productivity

decline. The other 8% he can't account for in his work.

The second theory is presented by Tucker and is centered

around the idea that construction is getting more and more

complex. The projects are increasing in size which is decreasing

our expected productivity rates and increasing the cost of

construction. Construction costs have risen at a rate

approximately 50% higher than the inflation rate. Because of the

increasing magnitude of project participants, which now numbers

.4
20 for the average project, (see figure 2) the amount of

theoretically available man-hours to put work-in-place is down to
'A

"3 20% on some projects.

Contributing to the decrease in construction productivity,

is the disparity between wage increases and the lack of

productivity increase, legal restrictions, educational processes,

and project management [Tucker, 1986]. Many of the reasons

that the author discusses for construction productivity

decreases are valid and are examined in detail throughout the

4, paper.

The third theory which is presented by Perlo is not widely

:nown and is not supported by any statistical data. The author

felt the reported productivity decrease is fabricated by the

% %
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W Consultants Designers* Insurance
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Federal Government and Wall Street as a means to justify wage

decreases for the average working class citizen. Although the

authors views are extreme he does present several interesting

; : points which were addressed in the Business Roundtable's .

"Construction Industry cost Effectiveness Project". Several of

the authors complaints about the Bureau of Labor Statistic

methods for collecting data are valid and will be presented

later in the paper.

The most important item to remember about the differing

views as to why the construction productivity has declined, is no

matter which theory one subscribe's to, the final recommendations

*are very similar.

DIRECTION OF PRODUCTIVITY IN CONSTRUCTION

* i The direction of productivity in general throughout the

world is on the rise again according to the Bureau of Labor

Statistics [BLS, 1987]. The numbers for the last couple of years

as presented early in the paper are very promising for the United

States. The question returns again very quick to how is the

construction industry doing" The answer is usually, the industry

must be doing better, the national productivity indicators are

going up. We still cannot measure the productivity rate in the

construction industry accurately. We have taken giant steps

forward, however, in identifying our problems, advertising them,

and working on solving them since The Business Roundtable

published their reports on "The Construction Industry Cost

Effectiveness Project". One day we will be able to estimate with

a reasonable degree of accuracy the productivity rate in the

VN
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construction industry.

Since the publishing of the Roundtable reports numerous

Productivity Centers have developed several dealing strictly with

the construction industry. In researching this paper the author

was in contact with many of the centers (appendix A) and reviewed

their current activities. By far the center which has been

functioning the longest was the Japan Productivity Center.

JAPANESE PRODUCTIVITY CENTER

? Founded March, 1950 at the recommendation of the U.S.

.

Government the center has set out from the beginning with a clear

4 set of goals.I

1. In the long run, improvement in productivity will increase

employment.

In developing concrete measures to increase productivity,

labor and management, conforming to the conditions existing

- "in the respective enterprises, must cooperate in discussing,

studying and deliberating such measures.

The fruits of improved productivity must, in correspondence

" .~ with the condition of the national economy, be distributed

fairly among management, labor and the consumer EJPC, 1986).

The Japanese productivity center has a 20 plus year head start in

combining the efforts of management and labor at a national
p.

I level. It is no longer individual companies making agreements

with the labor force but whole industries with the aid of

cooperation techniques and attitudes developed through programs

Ilike those offered at the Japan productivity center. In 1961 the

U.S. Government withdraw its funding from the Japan Productivity

."
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I, "

-" Center, however, by this time the center was fully supported by

private industry. The Japan productivity center operates

training centers for management and labor, sponsors overseas

study teams with over 60 teams annually visiting the U.S.. They

have over a ten million dollar budget annually for operations and

research.

%e AMERICAN PRODUCTIVITY CENTER

The United States is not completely without its

accomplishments in the area of productivity awareness and

advances. The United States Department of Commerce has written a

report on technological developments in the construction industry

since the end of world War II. The author of this report asserts

that the construction industry has made three major advances

since WWII. The first being mechanization, the second new

material developments, and the third prefabrication of

structural components. The final point of the report is that

5 although construction is not a high-technology industry it is

technologically progressive [Newman, 1984].

The real start of a centralized awareness program started,

as mentioned early, in 1969. In 1972 The Business Roundtable,

now an association in which the chief executive officers of over

200 major corporations focus and act on a wide range of public

issues, started its work on the Construction Industry Cost

Effectiveness Project (CICE). The CICE project has been in

progress for over eight years now with more than 250 people from

the construction industry representing over 125 companies and

L"1,ni versiLies. The CICE project produced 24 reports on varying

-A- 13
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topics that affect the construction industry with a total of 223

recommendations for improvements. As an out growth of the CICE

reports and to fill a void in the industry, the Construction

Industry Institute (CII) was established. Started in 1983 CII

brings together owners, contractors, and academia in an effort to

develop information to improve the U.S. Construction industry.

It coordinates its efforts through The Business Roundtable

Advisory Council and the CICE Task Force [CII, 1986].

The CII deserves some discussion before we go any further.

The CII believes that many of the problems that limit cost

effectiveness are common to all organizations that share in the

construction industry. It believes that real improvements can

best be identified and accomplishments when made in a cooperative

environment, with the benefits being shared by the construction

industry at large. The sustaining membership in CII feels

% .

strongly enough to financially support CII with a annual

3membership fee of $25,00C and a commitment to support the

activities of CII through participation.

The CII relations with the academic institutions is

essential to accomplishment of its goals. At the end of 1986 S

there were 49 research contracts awarded and underway. The

contracts all dealt in the following areas:

CICE Impact Evaluation O]
Productivity Measurements
Model Plant
Constructabi lity

Industry Data and Statistics
Crnt r acts
Cost/Schedule Controls
Materials Management
Design
Technology

14
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Quality Management
Employee Effectiveness
Project Organization

Safety
Education and Training

'-L An interesting note is that CII is discussing adding a taskI U

force on claims and liabilities.

All of the topics listed above directly or indirectly affect

productivity in the construction industry. Some of the task

4forces are working on the problem of defining, measuring, and

reporting productivity in the construction industry with some

form of standardization.

I1
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" CHAPTER TWO

PRODUCTIVITY MEASUREMENT IN CONSTRUCTION

INTRODUCTION

J How do you define productivity? What does it mean in your

own organization? What is the productivity level of your own

. -". organization or firm? How do you measure that productivity?

What are the productivity inputs in your own organization or your

segment of the industry? Does your organization have a stated

.et of productivity goal s? Do you have a productivity program

iiternal to your organization? How do your employees feel bout

that productivity program?

Most people cannot answer these questions. If they can

answer the questions, the answers will vary depending on what

level one ask them at within any organization. The truth is

there is no common, widely shared industry definition of

productivity. Productivity is paramount to any organizations

success and survival and most people have a hard time defining It

much less improving upon it. Consequently, there is no -o ne best

way of measuring a rise or fall in productivity. The first step

to any productivity improvement plan is to define what we are

". measuring [Guzzo, 19871.

.* Froductivity measures are used to make comparisons of

technical efficiency across different production units for a

given time period or across different time periods for given

produc'-on units. The production process can be viewed as

trans.forming ECFrtaii inputs land, labor, capital, and materiI)
aio goud or ser',jce (7uch as a office building or a road.

16
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Productivity is defined as the ratio of output to input_ [,NRC,

19361.

* In a comple.., industry such as construction it is entirel

. possible and probably quite likely that we will not have 5 single

measure of productivity or single definition of productivity .

There is nothing wrong with having multiple measures. So long as

we are consistent in our understanding and use of the

definitions.

DEFINITIONS OF PRODUCTIVITY IN CONSTRUCTION

in defining productivity we must get our semantics straight.

What do we mean by productivity, performance, efficiency,

effectiveness, and production?

Performance and productivity are not the same thing, a

Skworker can work hard and have low productivity due to ineffective

methods. Productivity can be high and performance low with the

" use of automated equipment. Worker performance traditinally i

regarded as the product of ability and motivation. e".pressed _ :

PERFORMANCE= ABILITY Y MOTIVATION

The mwultiplicatiOn sign in the equation is important because it

sBwI0.& that .f either term is lacl.ing then per, fcirmance i = othinFIg

-o. er perforsance is arn input to the pr-oductivity ter,,,.

SPFrCductivity and production are not ei:actly the same

t;,ing. Total production can go up with a increase in

prodUCtivit/ ,Df 3 single contributing input factor.

Productivity is the amount of goods and services produced b.

a pr'dLcti..'E f3ct'.r in a unit of time. A single input reS.ourCe.

in its generic form:

17
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PRODUCT IY I TY = OUTPUT/ I NPUT

This definition leaves a lot of room for different

applications, whi-ch is riot totally unrealistic or bad. EE',-i~

industry use'S its own application of the term, an-,d the government

lk sum:-marizFes and ukeS its combined definition for that indultr-Y.

The prob em arises in that the construction industry has so many

different appli7cations .;4nd definitions and the government has

-ever be;e-n able to come LIp with a good correlation of the van iousE

e r iT S-

210VERNIMENT DEFINITION

The fedlera-:l government through the BuLreau of Labor

st -tlstics using data from the Commerce Department is the rm-.

=Lcluce of nat ional prodUCtivity data, but the acc-urac.. and-

cadequ-ia-c, for t ho con-=tr.-ction industry leaves much to be desi -r.

Hrrwever wi th the proper rearrangemrient and correcti on in da ta

*reporting and zcollection techniques the potential usefulness

3 =tioL'Id never be i gncred.

The Unitad - S-:Res D.Epartment of Commerce defines

.9rJdLuc - I vi I: ,

PRODUCTIVITY= DOLLARS OF OUTPUT /MA 1N-HOUR-- 1141PUT1

in rn3rder to male relative comparisons from ore period to the

-- e~t, the federal statisticians adjust the numerator for the

-or-,S11rOr price, lnde'.. The EPureau of Labor Statistics (FILS)

* ;Lbi~~sproductlvit , measurcments quaIrtErly for the tCotal

* pi ;~tv bu nev~--oromy/ wi th major SUbdi visi ors u' og gross

~.rsipr .K!Iif- Iit3 for the output side of the~ ra tion. T E:L

te re.d'hi-- du-in into industry sectors ie..

% 6 "
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manufacturing, transportation. The construtction industry is One

sector for which the BLS has constructed indexes of gross product

originating per hour, however, they recognize that serious

deficiencies exist in their measurements and have not published

this report for several years. The gross product figures put

together by the BLS come from the estimates for industrial and

commercial construction figures reported by F.W. Dodge for

contract awards.

To give an estimate of the error in the government reporting

techniques the Business Roundtable studied in detail the

governments figures and compared them with data collected fro;

the industry in 1979. The report suggested that the governments

official figures for total construction value should be increa-eo

by more than 30% with almost all of the change in industrial,

Office, and commercial construction [Report A-1, 19621. The

findings of the Business Roundtable report are substantiated by

pthe survey completed by Steven Allen [Allen, 1985] which was

mentioned earlier. The author revised the governments method of

"timatino the deflator, by adjusting the contract awaris .

it on actual cost of projects versus that strictly for labor and

materials. He accounted for 51% of the productivitx loss by

L.using this new deflator. This is one of the reasons that not

much weight is placed on the absolute numbers concernirg the

* decline of rwoductivit/' in the construction industry anymore.

However, he trend of rapidly increasing cost is still very

apparert.

LJWithin the government there are numerous ways to calc:, ae
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and monitor productivity within the private sector. The Federal

Reserve Board publishes inde>es of physical volume of

manufacturing output which does not agree with the BLS. Using

the Federal Reserve Boards numbers in the numerator it shows a

increase of 50"% in productivity between 1967 and 1920, compared

with only 29% shown by the BLS reports. This is only one example

of the disparities in the government reporting processes LF'erlo,

1982].

It is obvious that there is a credibility problem with the

government reports. The construction industry has the lions

share of the problem and is currently working with the federal

S-government through The Business Roundtable and the CII Task Force

on Industry Data and Statistics. The results promise to be

interesting.

Industry Definitions

When we consider the problem of coming up with an indu-tr,

S standardized definition of productivity the problem now b.-anchas

Cut ten fold. How to define productivity for the construction

: K industry on the lower levels. Ret,.ining to the generic

definition of productivity we can develop numerous productiVity,

* *terms for the construction site manager to use for more specific

wortk activates for example:

LINEAR FEET/'MAN-HOURS SQUARE FEET/MAN-HOURS

CUBIC YARDS/MAN-HOURS

Each craft within the construction industry has and can justifY

their own units in the productivity equation. This is more than

.. "r soe but the problem develops how do we compare these

20
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different crafts productivity rates with others and how do we sum

all the crafts into a single productivity rate. Using

DOLLARS/MAN-HOURS seems the most logical, however, each year the

- ' " value of a dollar changes unevenly throughout the economy. Mr.

McNair from Hardin Construction Company elaborated that even

., , "within his company there are different opinions on which

*.' measurement is best. To use DOLLARS/MAN-HOURS ones cost

adjustments each year must be very accurate. On projects running

over several years duration ones productivity rate would show

great increases as the value of the dollar dropped but in realitv

; the amount of work in place would have little change if no oth=r
4

variables had changed. No single criterion measure dist-ngui-he.

itself as the most accurate, valid, or applicable to the

productivitV term when applied to the cra-fts. Ps stated be '.e

the author does not feel this IS necessarily bad, if there Lla-

single correct answer it Would have been found long ago.

The se-ret to the industries success is going to be

standr.rdiz:tion of, and consistency with which terms are _sed

-A-ch a :):- Eteel workers standardizing throughout the irdustry

th. FrFVL'Ct vity term of TONS/MAN-HOURS (just an exalmp'le). Later

Or ;'e can devel op a conversi on or r -ati ve wei ght + -ACtor for this

" .di;i tion of productivity to fit into the total produc-i v i

t -t . Wi th t.e advent of the computers and the nOf ,

m- r oo jub site- and offices this is r o Io t

, toi_':. All of the comoanies interviewed v;eo e or

" " s.t haid mrc, c cnpt:rs at the jcb site.

T n. oe idea to the constuction industr y,
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however, with the centralization of a couple of cc:nstructi on

resEarch I.rsti uttion this can become an industry standard +or

-Epor ing. The definition of productivity must be set sc we can

go on with the business of measuring our productivity, which

leads to the importance of measuring productivity.

IMPORTANCE OF PRODUCTIVITY MEASUREMENTS

The importance of productivity measurements can never be

over _stimated. Whether you do your own measurements or use one

of the many published documents on productivity rates. Knowing

accurately the productivity rate of ones own resources is the :ey

to good estimating, and good estimating is the key to success in

the construction industry. Simply put, estimating is the nuts

and bolts of the construction industry.

ESTIMATING AND PROFITS

The preparation of accurate estimates leads to the success

or failure of the project, either financial profit or loss. ,-,ot

p 'f time and money goes into preparing a bid or estimate and the

accuracy is solely dependent on the information provided by the

eperienced estimator on productivity rates. Three elemoents are

Vit5._l to an accurate estimate:

1. Determination of the quantity of work

.Identification of the productivity needed to perform the work

7. Calculation of the unit cost of the resources to be used for

the work.

Of the-e three productivity is the element most sUbject to

uncertanty. Given the wide variation in the productivity cf the

resources that are part of the cCnstruction production procoss,

22 0
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the forecasting or estimating of productivity is undoubtedly the

leading risk factor in a construction estimate. The estimators

get their information for productivity rates from numerous

sources which includes field experience, books, and historical

records.

Productivity of construction producing resources to include

labor and equipment is dependent on numerous factors, including

weather, workers morale, and supervision. These are only a few

of the factors the estimator has to deal with. It is the

estimator's ability to identify the many factors that impact
.S .."

productivity that in great part dictates the accuracy of a

construction estimate. Clearly the estimators understanding of

productivity including its forecasting and measuring enhances a

rcontractor's ability to improve his performance. With the more

standardized productivity information available to the estimator

the less time he spends preparing the estimates and the less

p money involved in the preparation phase. We can never

realistically expect the estimates to be 1010% accurate, however,

% the degree of accuracy goes up with the amount of productivity

inform.3tion available. The lack of estimating-accounting

sophi=-tication often contributes significantly to the residential

-n~ractr - high failure rate [Adrian, 1982]. The failure rate

in 1?S4 for the construction industry in general was 112 per

e.,er-y 10,CO0 contractors. The reason most stated was poor

management which includes the lack of proper estimating and

ccioL.tinlg [Milner, 19R7].
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COST A!ECCUNTING

The cost accounting system o-f every organiz-a=ti.on and e-v.ery

project plays a great role in measuring and determining

prodJUCtiVity' and consequently estimating the nex!t job. Not to

mention providing the Construlction manager with proper controls I

to:- monitzir the zcb he is working on now. All the 5y~tems t1hat 4-t4

t-a__ to cons-truct a project are interrelated and when o~ne

-L'-EfErs- they all suffer. Although cost accounting 1s not the

=51- ubje ct of this paper it is important to emphasis the importance

of a accurate, timely, and detailed cost accounting system. The

level1 of e--ffort Must be dependent, of course, on whtYOU expect

* to get back in retutrn. Good project control and accurate

information for future estimating. As Mr. Sherman from EPech-tel

stated "thle AiCC:LraCY Of the project cost aRCCOUnting systemiv

depends upon those guys filling them out correctly and no-t

c!. ca t iIg. The cheating he refers to comes from a laci- of

- nderstand ir-ng by, the fielid personnel as to the intendied use of

the i 7J- T' ormt i o n If they were using the accounting system as a

~i~~vtl- hol d over the heads of the field supervi sorsE w-e will

.e'rget the accuracy we need. We really do mot need to usE th

aC CoI'un:t;ng sys ,,te-n in that manner sinrce there are so mnany cther

* wyE.to cekthe performance of a crew wi thout the direct threa-t

of the acco!unting syo-tem. Finally the capabilities of labor are9

*not alvways being measured. 'What is determined is the

ef feat i cnea f t-he systc-m in converting manhours efforts into

g_ jt g -i n d f r om t he i n t Erv i e tws rn from persor al
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experience shows most companies are using manhours in the

denominator for several reasons. The basis for most companies

measuring their productivity using man-hours is very simple,

first the quantity of labor required is more susceptible to the

influence of construction management than are quantities of

either capital or materials. Secondly labor constitutes such Z

large part of the cost of construction. The construction

productivity measuring methods vary from company to zompany and

often within a single company from project to project.

MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES

NThere are two basic approaches to measuring productivity:

single factor and multifactor measures. Single factor measures
'-N0

use only one input in the denominator. The most commonly --ed

measure of productivity is labor productivity as mentioned ear l.-

In construction, square footage and dollar value put in place per

hour are commonly used indicators of labor productivity. In

ce-tain 'Situations, other single factor measures might also be

useful, such as capital productivity (the ratio of output to

.'-" -,pital input) or land productivity (the ratio of output to lanei

When using any of these single factor measures we must ba

careful to avoid assigning causation of productivity change to
.N

whatever input happens to be in the denominator. Inireass. in

". labor productivity does not necessarily indicate that wcrkers are

bec-oming more- -s'illed or putting out more effort. Higher labzr

productiviti can also rEs lit from increases in the quan'tities of

.:)I'ier inpts, especial/l capital, or changes in tcchncology or

25 5
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organization. In fact, it is possible for labor productivity to

increase while capital or land productivity decreases. It is

very diffioult to determine what has actually happened sometimes.

.ecause the single factor productivity measure is difficult to I
interpret, the multifactor approach was developed.

Multifactor productivity measures use a weighted average of

-all inputs in the denominator. The weights usually correspond to

each input's share of total expenditures. Multifactor measures

reflect the joint impact of all inputs on productivity more

accurately than single factor measures because the quanLities 0± "

all inputs are in effect held constant. The problem with this-

is one cannot identify the single factor that is contributing to

the increase of productivity to apply it to other projects and

jobs. So in the first case one can mistake a increase in

produ-tivity and give credit to the wrong resource and in the

other case one cannot identify which resource to give credit to

-I~t -al I.

The scope of productivity measurement is very larga. Th-

paper is going to focus in on the microlevel productivity

measurements used by construction managers to control

construction projects and to estimate future ones, rather than

nacrole-vel measurements with multifactor denomrinato-rs.

BE~m di3cwssing the measuri4ng techniques the paper will

..-ui c",' revjiew wh-at has teen covered so far and review the steps
i " i

fleCe-c!ary to:D st.w t our site productivity measuring system:

Up the cost accounts in enough detail t- h t -it provides the 1eovel of detail necessary to e'aele
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the productivity.

Step 2. Determine the quantity of work to be done.

Step 3. Establishing the budget for each account.

Step 4. Measuring the work as it is completed.

HISTORICAL

The first measuring technique which deserves our attention

is really a function of good accounting and a by-product of

. projects completed. However, it is still a method of measuring

and comparing productivity on a current project. Historical

measurements of productivity can be invaluable if used and stored

correctly. The old excuse about every project is unique and

therefore one cannot use old data from past projects is nothing

Smore than an excuse for bad accounting practices. Sure ever-y

project has its unique features but the estimators and

. construction managers can apply the productivity rate developeo

through the company and manipulate them quickly to fit the

project. This approach is much quicker and cheaper than starting

* from gro.u!.rnd zero or using a commercially published list of

productivity rates. Some of the best and largest of the

commercially published references are:

. 1. Dodge Construction Pricing and Scheduling Manual

2. 5.S.Meanc Puilding Construction Cost Data

S .P. Walker's The Building Estimator's Reference Pook

4. The Richardson General Construction Estimating Standard

5. National Construction Estimator

Howeve., i tmust be kept in mind that R. S. Means and te t..r
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do not sit down and develop fool proof productivity rates. They

_-accumulate the construction data that is supplied through their

cn-tacts in the industry and manipulate it into area averages

[Halpin, 1980]. The estimating references contain listings of

cost per line item similar to the cost account line item a

"f corntractor would keep. As discussed during a phone cenvartat:Im. 
S

between the author and the R.S. Means office in Du.>sbury

MAasahusetts, the values published by this references ar- rot

s cien tifically proven nor are they statistically based. Yhey are

a good starting point if+ one does not have a company histrical

record to base your estimate on. The information accumulated in

"hitoric records most be widely distributed and usefully

correlated so the estimators and construction managers can us.

them. Once again this is a function of good and accurate cost

accounting procedures.

SCIENTIFIC

Anothar measuring technique which once again is us2d -c-

setting standards or goals and used for estimating productivit',

with a great efficiency is the Scientific based prcducti.'itv

....nd ds or Statistical Standards. Included in this section is

the Worl:: Study Method, Methods Time Measurement (MTM)L, ad Method

-rcd: ,-ifti Dela/ Model (MFDM). The techniques reviewed in this

setio -rr us;ed primarily for setting standards also called

o1,i neer-ing standards.%r

For the wor study method a knowledge of basic probability

st"a tistic is very useful Since much of the data _collected i-

%- ubject to .arriability and cannot be determined with _Absclut-

I
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certainty. Also it is impractical to observe all workers

relevant to study, nor is it always practical to observe the

workers continuously. When conducting a work study it is

paramount to kept the contractor's needs at the top of the list.

The work study design needs to be flexible enough for the

observer to respond to changing conditions on the job site. Ths

wor!: study procedure should adhere to the following basic steps

in a flexible set up.

1. Select the work to be studied and do not vary

2. Record all relevant facts

. 3. Examine the facts critically

4. Develop the new method

5.Install as standard practice the new methods

rd Maintain by routine checks

The specific details of work study is very similar to work

* sampling and most of the procedures used are the same, however, er

the work sampling is of more interest to this paper and is

covered in detail in the Performance Evaluation Techniquas

Section later in this chapter.

Th MTM system is based on the concept that mcthodu

determinati on preestablishes the ti me determination ith sct-.

available to take into account the crews experience, weZther t

the site, znd general site conditions. The experience rf th-

ostimator must of course assign values to this adjustment factor._a

Vus w v1i see. Once the method of construction is determin, cd, .3

t mc can b;c cry accurately compiled from the time neeed _, :

.,fp erretl cp tions. Each Project is broken down _J.-
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s-,tr-u-ticr; acti vi ties and each construction activity is broken

d .wrn even further. The MTM system has already done the time

tJdies= Cn the jne _ i-t taIes to turn, to pick up a bloc'-, to nail

' a stud iii pl-ace and ect. Each turn and grasp studied w,-as then

broken down into as many as 10 different movements. For eachm
there is an elemental time measured in TMU (time measurement

units); 1 TMU =0.000l hour = C1.000 minute = e.6 secc .....

MTM time studies are then put back together to form corwstructi;

t i mes fz layig a block on the ground using one labor and one

i ason or - or no labors and one mason, or for any combin_ticn 3

e.1 peri ence level you factor in For example this is taker 1--rom.

reference [NAVFAC, 193:J

Tat' 4-116. Install Concrete Pipe

WORK ELEMENT UNIT MAN-HOURS

PER UNIT
---- 12" diameter 100- Lin Ft 20

16" diameter 100 Lin Ft 34

24" diameter 100 Lin Ft 46

SUGGESTED CREW SIZE four to eight UT's

NOTES: Lifting equipment required for all sizes of concrete

pipe.
2. Man-hours estimates for manholes or catch basins based on

making tie Into existing manholes or catch basins.
Types of cement pipe joins; concrete, oakum, mortar and speed

seai.

The most complete studies of the MTM was done by the United

State- Navy in the late 1950's and updated every couple of years

" intc_ r AVFAC, 19931. The MTM estimating books are very ,.setul

in-,je~ their accuracyf e s reaI• and4 ecy, ho.e e, thi crc dpends greatly on, the

e Pcr I I leel of the est i matOr usi -g i The adv'rtgc to the

MTM estimating boot: is that the productivity rates are given from

• . . . .-' . .p. . ...... ,,'" .- # ,,s $ , , . % " " * , ,, ',". • -. " * •



/Pac~s of{ sc i ent1if ic 8- pcri ments and e:,peri en-c-. 'WhEn Us- ig the

MTM OQU inever have to start frcin scratch, y)ou hav,.e the timTe

estirm-ates: -for your bask c wor1 elements and youI can go from there.

The 5-CCZL~trC-y of uksing the MTM as you can see is directly

proporti.oral to your estimator'~s ex:perience level.

The Method Productivity Delay Model (MFDM) was develcp.ed t

Tajmes- J. Adrian [Adrian, 19821. It is basically an alternative

4 to the more traditional time Study model of helping the

construction firm predict, measure and improve produtCtiVfty.

Like the time study model it requires e-tensive field

observations to review the current operati ons and hope-i'ul1I; se't

* engineering standards for the CUrrent and future projects.

TeMFDM system has four elements, the collection of data,

th.e proces i ng of data, structuring a model of the operatiocn, and

!,e -fimplementation of the desired changes. The coi lect-sr o' ~.

daaivle four events:

.Timie required to complete production cycle.

.Occ:-rrence of productivity del a,.

T.Total cycle delay allocated by approximate percentag- c,- bz

documete--t--d times, if more than one productivity del 3; tyg-- =

f ou~n .n agi-ven cycl.

* - 4- A.ny unusual events that characterize a. givenprdcto

T Th e d ta sampling tecr-hniqutes are provided by Adri an cin hsotvn

data~n collection form=-. He tave in accoutnt five different typ-2

I.E[IV I RONMENT
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These are the normal delay velements associated with mot ;Odc!

techniques. He provides the connection between th col ....

.data nd the sIutured element by proceesi ng the e'em -rtc t i-

sse, e.. He del.elops his calculated delay factors -d idal zes

prC-du-ctivi rates E .d predicts the new-4 actual prodl-ctli

Lrats. T e i mpl ementati on phase now happens and wi th c nLed

n ortcor Io we develop .nd document the results. The idea behli .-

t_. i o incr-ease the productivity on the documented project

and develc p sCome engineering standards for the -future.

MEASUREMENT OF OUTPUT

FrOrductivity in the construction indL'stry in its generic

form is simply defined as OUTPUT/INPUT. Some construction

companies prefer the terms reversed so its INPUT/OUTPUT uh2 i

not unreasonable. However, one is back to the same proLl em c,+
determinng how to measure the input and outpLt. The methods

abo-ve show methods for determining engineering standard= of

pr-,oducLi.'i ty vand methods for _Field observation, but dc

.m-plement s-stefic checks that would normally be deas.-ird. _,t

_lre is no -ingle b E-,t definition or product . i t ,r s

Itere n ing1 e best method .. .... measuri ng pr0 dL U-C'. ty. i The b.st

, _i- h:jpe for not i- industry standards and conEi scency. L-

-- - -f I productivit- equation L+e Awi l e:'amir - ic thc

.... p> . Pe ore ve desor itE, -cmEo tf-' hr i C, s,

I.- -" •- "-'. • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - . . - . .-. - . . - - .- ., ..- "aDa. .. ,,- . . , - b+, -. -. - , .. . - .- . . .- .- . , , , .- . , . - , .. . - -..--- ., - . . .. . - . .-, , ., ., , .... , . -, .,, -. k't,_, .rP'.'.
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M'amasuriFig output we need to clearly define what has already been 3
eluded to several times, work activities. The work acti vities

are broken down into the Work Breadkdown Structure (WB'S) and the

associated cost accounting charts are established. The primary

purpose of the WBS and Cost accounts when used for productivit'

purposes is in determinations of the number of work units and

later in collecting and reporting productivity data. Remember

the estimat,_-,r established these accounts and quantities from his

esti mat i on.

EARNED VALUE

The first method of measuring the OUTPUT side of the

productivity equation is the EARNED VALUE METHOD. The earned

Value is a project control technique which compares actual

accomplishment o+ scheduled work and associated cost against an

integrated schedule and budget plan. The earned value method

uszes an "intermediate milestone" concept in which a wor'-- package

iS subdivided int, discrete activities. When each activit-,, i=

accomplished, a portion of the estimated quantity is "eared or

give, credit in reporting production outpL.t, based upon tho rles -

o. the ,D-edit weighing scheme.

T_ -h typical activities involved in measuring output uSI ng

the earned value method is shown in figure .. The field

measur i-g process starts, of course, after the construction

drawings are issued to the work force. After the work has

started, the foreman reports the quantity of wcrk-in-pl ce uSing I
a daily qu3rktit/ report which is part of the cost accounting

system. ub--? eLuentl y, the data from the daily quantity reports

3
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b.

Issue Issued for Construction (IFC)
IFC Drawings Drawings are issued to the field -.

construction work force.

-. 9

Initiate Work associated with the IFC
Work Drawings is initiated.

Report Daily Foreman reports the quantities

-OUontlties installed using the daily quantity
in place report.

Rules of Determine Earned The Earned Value Quantity is
Credit Value Quantity calculated based upon the Rules of

Credit and the daily quantity in
place reports.

Figure- 3 Earned Value method of measuring output.

fto..
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are entered into the reporting system. Then using the rules of

c redit a:knd associated credit percentages the earned value of the

Oultput is calculated. V
SD.

The daily quantity report is nothing fancy (unless more

detail is required) it requires the foreman to identify the work

by drawing number and location, description of work and the

amount done. The cost account number should have already been

supplied or added later. Many organization require the foreman

tc place the account number on the quantity work sheet, but from

euperience of the author and the interviews conducted this seems
..

to be a draw back to the system. It opens the door to mistakes

in account numbers assigned and for inaccuracys rather

intentional or not.

Once the daily quantity reports are received by the =--

accounting department the work of comparisons begins. With the

advent of the micro computer this has been a much easi er task.

Using the summation of the daily reports the Actual Cost of Work

Performed (ACWP) is determined, which is then compared to the

original Budgeted Cost of Work Performed (BCWP). The comparison

provides the cost variance percentage:

COST VARIANCE (;,)=(BCWP-ACWP)/BCWF %

Of course, this is only one of the many aspects of the earned

va!-e system the constrLlction manager is interested in. Some of

t":E uthe2r aspects of interest are available after the

establ-hmenot of the rules of credit and the definition of the

•Ct1_1 - BtIDGETED COST OF WORK SCHEDULED
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CPI COST PERFORMANCE INDEX

* The Rules of Credit is a distinct feature of the earned

value method of measuring output. It is used to determine the

i "earned" value of the output. The rules provide a simple but

structured method of allowing credit for partial completion of

work packages. Each firm has its own set of rules. The rules

of credit are especially important to the owner and contractor

when the payment schedule is based on the amount of work

7 completed in each period. Careful evaluation and agreement on

the rules of credit must be completed dtring the contract phase

-.of the project.

The other major equations of interest are:

SCHEDULE VARIANCE (7) = (BCWP-BCWS)/BCWS

CPI = BCWP/ACWP

A CFI>I means that the work represented is under budget, while a

CPI<1 indicates the work is over budget.

3,, The earned value method is fle'ible enough to let the work

elements being monitored to be as detailed as required. iKeeping

in mind the purpose of monitoring the work in detail is because

you e'.pect the returns to e;,ceed the cost. The CPI and other

indicators that can be developed but not reviewed in this paper

provide a very broad view of the project productivity. If any

problems develop, further investigation would be required.

* The fle-,tibility of the earned value technique encourages

management by e-ception. Variance thresholds may be established

which identify those variances that require formal and detailed

anal ,sic And implementation of corrective action when e'ceeded.
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A-s work progr-esses, management may adjust reporting requirement=-

and focus on emerging critical areas in the WBS. Work. elements

of less concern may dropped or reported on less often. The
earnd vlue ystm i a geatwaring lar fo prouctvit

problems [McConnell, 1995].

ESTIMATcD PERCENT

The second method of productivity Output measurement is the

Estimated Percent Complete Method. The estimated percent

N complete is a commonly used method of measuring output primarily

because it is the easi est and consequentl1y the least expensilvC

mnethod.

The method starts out the same as most measuring techniques

with the (WEIS) and cost account charts. The primary Purpose of 4

both is to provide a structure for qutanti fyi ng the nU.lmber .--f

units which Is done by the estimator -Again and la-=ter- --cclecting

and repcrting productivity data. As with the other mEth~ods the

-Umnber of work11 units estimated is hopefully very akCC~rZAte which

provides UIS with a starting place for monitoring produ-ctivityF.

1P Upon commencement of the work, a periodic evaluation of the

percent compl ete of each account must be made. This eval Ltati on

mnay be performed by anyone familiar with the workr:. Obviously the

IN -~ACcu-r-Acy of the estimated percent complete depends entirely :L pcn

th;e7 person mak':ing the evalu~ation. Ideally we use the opinion of

kqualified ex.pert whose ex.pertise is in the area we are

measuring [Parlrker, 197-23. Often, however, the project or c--F

ZuLperi ntendnnt L-Val uates thc-: percent compl ete focr eac-h a,'co-ZUr-t I

s r cs Por s I UC -r ea .Obvi ously, carC? Must be tal --n to ens.ure
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that the percent complete assigned to each account is an

objective evaluation, since the individual doing the evaluation

may have : vested interests in the productivity numbers

generated. This is especially true on the project level when the

owner is paying by the percent complete of the project, and fna/

be true on the lower level if the crew is getting paid bonuses

for the amount of work performed during any given period.

This procedure is clearly subjective and the accuracy of the

result depends upon the individual's ability and responsibility

to judge the amount of work done. As a result of this, the

adequacy of this method of output measurement for control

purposes is questionable unless the quantities and a=ssessment of

completion status can be clearly defined. Projects such as

4 * paving A suitable for the percent complete method.

Another problem with the percent complete method is that the

percent complete on a given project does not necessarily reflect

g the amount of effort expanded. Most estimates of man-h-LrS to

" output are assumed to be linear, as we all know this is usualv

f-, case. This assumption is made for the ease of itimation

Ai-,d s cheduling. This distortion throws the productivity

.stimati,*n -i nd monitoring way out of line on a daily monitoring

L:is. For e2'ample, if you're constructing an underground , atcr

lij e ,'oLA may e-'cavated three hundred feet of lire and had

-•e 'panded 5% o the esti mated mar hours but have only laid IA of,

the pipe and only are gi 'en credit for iC)% completion. ro chance .,

your cc'r1 tr'ttior, method to lay the pipe as you go could be less

ef f i en , i.-p2.'e_r, you -oul d get paid quicker increasing -C
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"" -•" i.and Iic itarv ss t

i The primary advantages of the estimated per-cent complete

method of mIeasuring Output, as pointed OL!t by Mr. Sherman and- Mr.

' McNair, is its simplicity and the relatively small e:fcrt or" l i .

manpower required to implement it. Because of its low cost itSI
tends to be used more on smaller projects and projects that ar2

@% not complex. and relatively straight forward lit:e paving or block

laying and require low overhead expenses.

"-* Using the percent complete method on more complex projects

. leads to distinct problems with evaluating the percent of the

," work activities completed and establishing productivity rates in

*.. . a timelv manner for the construction manager to use during the

life span of the current project. The problems encounter.cd vith.

evaluating the percent of the work activity completed ari:e -,_m

.elying e.-lusively upon an individual 's ability to evaluat

'-curately the work that has been done physically cocr.pered ;, ith

the effort. ex-pended. The percent complete method does not allc,-,

fmuc -h b lb lity for the common day change order which cta nges

*," the quan:ities and scope of the project. Unfortunatel , the

e_-tsiest _nd cheapest method of measuring output is the most prone

" "*- 1o error in the construction industry.

PHYSICAL MEASUREMENT

The third method of measuring productivity output is the

.'. ,.' measuLrement technique. This method actually counts or

4T rHm _-ures the number or amount of units of wor: completed or in
4 9

place. For e-:ample the number of yards of concrete actually IF

. "pi-.?, or the number of cable trays placed.
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To use this method of measuring effectively, the following

criteria must be met:

1. The work task must be detailed and well defined

The work task must consist of bulk quantity items. The work

must be broken up into small unique work packages.

Work tasks should consist of e-clusively bul k quantity items

to facilitate measurement of work units completed. (output)

* "Because of the usual mi- of work elements and materials required

" in a project this method is almost never used. It is not

practical to measure the items that need to be measured. The

phsical measurement method is only of use in fabrication shops

- which are designed to mass produce bulk quantity items.

Combining this productivity measurement system with others on

-e,-- large project and combining them all in weighed multifactor

p.oduLcti ity rates would be very useful.

The three primary advantages of the physical measurement

. method of measuring output is that it is the most detailed, and

i=.; therefore, reliable for both future estimating and project

.control purposes. It is relatively objective and does not

require the subjective opinion of the estimated percent method.

"7' The third advantage of this method is that an audit of the

- report-;d production output is easily accommodated. The pri mary

problemrr with the physical measurement method is the cost of d-Ita

oilecti, and its limited use on construction projects.

MEASUREMENT OF INPUT

The paper has now defined the output side of the

cnstr ci -on productivity equation, and has shown several methods
-. i
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to systematically keep track of the output units. Now the paper

focu-es our attention on the input side of the equation.

Input involvyes the tracking of the costs and man-hours

associated with work produced. It may be classified into direct

-ork and indirect work accounts. The method of determining how

the input is classified may have a significant effect upon the

-Measured input value. The most common definition of direct labor

is labor which directly contributes to placing material in place,

_such as installing windows. Indirect work is commonly defined as

the work or effort required to support the direct labor. An

e-- ample would be delivery of the windows to the job site. The

major difference between the two is the direct work is used in

determining the measured input value and used for the

determination of the productivity rate. The indirect lator is

maintained and classified in another account and is not norm ail1,

included in determining the input value associated with the

c-culated unit productivity rate. Clearly the classification

scheme can be different for each contractor and is a function of

'he code of accounts and the Wort: Breakdown Structure developed

before the project started.

The two methods of input accounting that we will investigate

ia the Man-hours method and the Dollar method. The obvious

difference is the unit of measurement. Both are commonly used

throughout the construction industry. All the interviewed

companies used this method.

MAN-HOUR METHOD

The M_:n-huUr method of measuring input is the most common y
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SLd method in the construCtion industry. Figure 4 shows a very

s i,:nple flow chart of the method. The man-hour method requires

the fo-eman to assign, on a daily basis, the number of hours each

- raftsman worked on the individual work element. Some companies

actually require the foreman to assign the appropriate cost

.accounts using the project cost account charts. Some companies

ha.e gotten away from having the foreman assign the cost account

numbers and only require them to write a brief description of

what the,, did. The assumption is the cost engineer people are

.c ilo ,jing the project closely enough so they know what area c,-

the project is being worked on just by reading the description or

r
-visiting the work: area. The method of having the cost engineers

assigning the cost account numbers hopefully avoids the mistakes

mc-de assigning man-hours to indirect accounts and to the padding

oc some work element accounts. If one mistakenly assigns man-

.- , hours to the indirect accounts you deflate the productivity rates

of that work element. This not only affects the current project

but also the projects to follow if your using your historical
b4'

data to estimate projects. The foreman likes this method because

they no longer have to know the cost account numbers.

An important activity in the input measurement system is a

review or audit of the daily timesheet generated by the fcreman.

This re/iew. is performed by the cost engineer and the

superi rnendent and is done to ensure proper coding of the dai y

ti mfeshefts I n accordance with the project cost account charts.

Tt is nb.-icns that the validity of the entire productivity

~s i remer;t sy'item i.s predicated upon the assignment of man-hours
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Craftsmen Perform I
IWork Activities

Foreman Assigns Chart
Manhours to Each of
Account Accounts

Daily Timesheet

5, Ab

Review by Cost
-" .. JEngineer or

Superintendent

I Enter Data into
Reporting System

I '-Manhour Report/
Payroll

Figure 4 Manhour method of measuring input,
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•2-o the correct cost account code. Many a superintendent has

pullead Out his hair trying to get the cost accounts straight once

they have been improperly kept. There never will be a proper

" representation of the productivity rate performed by the laborers

if they are not kept accurate from the start.

* - DOLLAR METHOD

The Dollar method of measuring input is not widely used

except in the commercial construction industr/.

The dollar method begins exactly the same as the man-hours

method, the difference being that the dollar method includes v.'age

rates in measuring the input. The method assigns a dollar valiUe

which represents all labor costs associated with an individual

cost account.

-. The most significant feature of the dollar method is that

two variables, man-hours and wage rates, are used in determining

the input associated with a given output. A change in the

composite wage rate or crew mix may significantly affect the

Nvalue o-c the input. For el ample consider a crew of 4 labors

m, .ing masonry block. They worked four hours moving blocks, at

- 7.OC1/hr each. It cost the project T112.00 to move the bDlock.

Now suppose a mason was helping and now there are only three

labors. The labors are still getting -7.€-0 /hr but the mason is

getting TIl2.00.1hr. It now cost :l;2.00 to move the same stack of

block.

A comparative anal'ysis of the man-hours vs. dollar methods

of measuring the input reveals that the primary difference

het-fi;en the tWo methods is that the man-hours method focuses
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str ,oti cy on'he number of mar-hcUrS requi red to achl eve a

correpondiog otPut, whereas the dollar method takes into

~crt ~h _ conomi c eff+ect c-f wage rate- and van i L1s crew m i ;e s

-might hav-.e upon the input value. It may be more di fi c t't to

zzompare different Projects using the dollar method. IT4 1s lsoL

ha rd to compare the Same Project using the two diffelrent mrethcos.

The project was built for a given amount of mone-1, , et depending

on which productivity measuring systemn YOU use (re-nembif-r "YOU ha_-vE

Tnv ombination of denomninator and numerator) you Could havle

nutmewut-t different productiv ity rates for the same proDject and

the same crew. Now takfe into account the concept of direct and

.- d- rect work: and i ts cla=-ssi ficat ion and i ts vari ous f ormsn=

beteencontractors, owners, and specialty contractorE. The

p -Dbli rj of stand--rdized productivity rates even for a singl1ero
co-mpany becomes e.,tremely clear without taking anything elseit

Eaccount.

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION TECHNIQUES

* There are two pri mary purposes for measuiri ng pr CJL!ctli t'',:

Fi rst, to provide the constructi on manager the i nform.aition

requi1red for controlling the project schedule and cost.

Second, to provide the company and the estimators wlth the

info~rmation arid data required for estimating future proj~ects.

Per Formance factors are a measurement of the produJcti vi ty OF the

contr _ction effort as compared to the estima-ted effort jr1

budgret. Performance factors mnerit discussion becauoe cf the, r

'wderbe power to _aid in controlling the project.

F erforc~nE eAIal ati on technique-- can be catEgor cdo
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per-Formar-ce factors and input utilization technicues.

o Considerable attention is given to per-formanCe evaluatlon

t2Chi- : eS, par i cUl ar y performance factors, b'i the c-,rt uct i

e,-:'. industry because they are a very useful tool for cCo-r i, I : th

project costs and schedules. The popularity c'- the ir,--t

,<- utilizaticn technique such as work sampling, fo-emer; del:.

" -! ">urv'Os, etc. are increasing due largely because-

qiven th mb the CICE and CII [Summary, l I. lilizat:zn

-. techni ues are not used on a larger regular basi s cro, the

mflrmation I vas able to obtain through interviewJs and rsear,-?o

PERFORMAINCE FACTQRS

, er-f ormance f actors can be defined in mann C;ay_. In order

to sImplify crmprehension and ex'planation of performance factc~s,

t'.e folloing assumption is made: The unit -of measurin~g i npv iE

mar;--hours. Pased upon this assumpti on, a performance fac ... :7-3,

be defined by either of two methods. The most cr:mmc r-I u med i

the contruct ion industry, defines a performance factor as tV_

iL"number --f -arned man-hours di vided by the nurmber oi :, ._ i! m_ -

" '* hor- 0 si.-tL'd 1ith a particular cost account. T-- 1-= . it
A

-m .c per t c-v-ae, eactors c easy, because the i norinat oF

req_, ed t - de .elDp them is already o -and if any c os

-c o, tnting z_,stem is being used. The number c- ea.rnd ta,;-hvr

as -cai c,] ;-ted hy multipl,ing the -earned quantIty, described

-er ir t'-.e paper timnec the _cti.ated or budgeted unit man-

r,~ i n _,UL I _ ' _)

Ct p C Lt' I I. t. rokt L.

'F RFC M(;INCE FACTOR
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'EARNED QL!ANTITY INSTALLED) X ESTIMATED UNIT MAN-HOURS, RATE
ACTUAL MAN-HOURS

The actual man-hours represent the input associated with the

quantity of work-in-place. The second method of describing a

performance factor is defined as the estimated or budgeted unit

S man-hours rate times the actual quantities installed, di vided by

the actual man-hours associated with the work.

PERFORMANCE FACTOR

4 (WORV QUANTT-Y INSTALLED) X ESTIMATED UNIT MAN-HOURS RATE
7 ., ACTUAL MAN-HOURS

The difference between the two measurements is that the former

Uses the calculated earned quantity and the latter relies Upon

-. the actual quantities installed.

The first method of determining the performance factor is

mo-st commonly used in the construction industry. The primary use

of performance factors is for project control and forecasting.

We have shown earlier how to develop the output and input side of

the equations. We have also talked about developing engineerino

standards of productivity, referring to the estimated unit man--

. ho-'rs rate term in the equation. It is important to stress t..t

an accurate estimate of the budgets productivity rates for es,,-h

account should be made for the reason of USEFULNESS. The

performance factor is useless if the productivity rate that ,:ne

is basing the compariscn on i_ inaccurate.

The perFormance factors are most efficient when trac-d ed over

short pericdls of time and are maintained cumulatively to av'c-r ;;e

-ut _iri' hi gh .c. ot r-ares. This al1lows the c, nstru~ctioFn :g'I. bot, hort term -Etnd lo;g t :_o producti°ity, I e .,
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. periodic performance factor provides a measurement of short term

produrti-vity or the latest reporting period exclusively, and is

used primarily for immediate project control purposes. For

" e-ample, a large drop from one reporting period to the ne-t

reflects a significant reduction in productivity, which should

-cuse construction management to investigate what circum5tnces

.. may have caused the reduction in productivity and what ccrrective

action may be required. The cumulative performance factor

provides a measurement of long term productivity and i- uced not

only For long term project control but also for trending and

"orecasting purposes. Based upon historical data from previous

projects, an expected cumulative performance factor profile can

be developed from which we can, with reasonable accurac, which
allos Ls to compare previous projects to the e-isting prjets.

The predicted vaILe allows the construction manager the ability

tD I evaluate the expected productivity and expected o-,erll cot

of the project.

INF'UT UT!LIZATION

' The input utilization techniques are gaining pCpularity

ithin Fthe construction industry and some have been used for a

1,o~~~ig~ tie ,i wt .ayn e-es of success. input utilizatIOM

f- ' iii L Fi q L. a - - a 3n i nd i1c a tc.r o F p r o dUCti Vi t y ev a:l ua te onC t e0

T. Five intheayn idnput utiz ozatodr
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Field ratings

4. Foreman delay surveys

5 Stop watch ratings

6. Film analysis

a' Work sampling is an activity measurement technique that

'.. determines the percentage of time that the labor force spends in

predetermined categories of activity. Work sampling is a

statistical sampling procedure that requires collecting a large

* ,number of random samples or observations of the activitis of the

craftsmen or equipment. Normally, a large number of random

samples are a small percentage of the total project activity. In
I

" plann ing the number of random samples to be taken, you must set

' the confidence level desired. For eXample, in planning for an

cabso'ute limit of error, Sn, Of plus or minus 47, at a specified

_ -onfidence level. The number of observations requirad, n,

n = K2 P(1-p)

* Sn 2

When an observation is made, the activity is clascsiied into

predetermined categories of activities that have been selected

because of their pertinence to the nature of the wor!:: [Thom=s,

198)]. From the proportion of observaticns in each category,

inferences are made regarding the total work- activity. The

- "biggest zadvantage is that you can have your evaluation of

effectiv,_ nes-. in minutes, or hours, rather than days or ,eeks.

* The. -ctc n ti;e of the constructior manager is grea-ly

'. .
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'w orlk sampling Stud/ can be tailored to fit a variety -

different objectives. The need for objectives are paramIOUnt to

the success o+ any analysis. To obtain good results some other

• general rules for work sampling must be observed in sampling

cOnstruction workers.

1. Every workman must have the same chance of being observed at

-"v t i me.

2. Observations must have no sequential relationship.

- . To preclude any bias, the rating must be made at the instant

A each man is first seen; the observer must not rationalize or,

* w hat tasKs the workmen have just finished or ,hat they ar-

=--.bout to do next.

4. The basic characteristics of the work situation must FEOOai

the same while the observations are being made; likewise,

comparisons among sets of observations are valid only if tha

. ork -ituation is substantially the same.

The lasL rule seems difficult to achieve, however, most trained

observers car. observe their subject 85 to 95 % of the time before

Lh-ay are seen [Parker, 1972]. The analysis of the sampling is

done by a professional and put into a table or graph lik.e the cne

o.

- ir figurE e5 Work sampling is a useful tool to measure the

" * producti i ty atC!ivty of one's labor crews with very quick

resul s for the constrLction manager. The disadvantages bei, g

th-ey re oten thought of as an audit. This results in deFensive

attitudes, criticisms, and resistance, all of which harm h

ef-fectiveness of the study. The next problem nwi th wcr- sam 11irY

being that it cannot differentiate between productive lor- being

50
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1done and unproductive work being done. The work sampling

technique is subject to observer bias and variations by difi-re--t

ose-,,er-s on the same project or a different project. Mr. Sher en ta r

dis-CUsed the results of a work sampling analysis on his prLiect,

and foLnd it did not help the construction manager at all and

on yf made the project team mad. The results were not clearl,

presented to the project staff before release to the company

headquarters; therefore, the project team felt the measuring

techniques were seriously flawed.

Nevertheless, successful work sampling programs hav2 been

implemunted where there has been careful attention to the detail--
of h-ow the program was e-'ecLIted and presented to those invcl ed.

Several types of Work Sampling techniques are in use nd

they vary only in the degree of sophistication. One of t!-e

simpler techniques is the Field Rat.ngs. This technique req,_!ires

only that the activity of the workers be classified at th- P.'E r-- tt

of cbEervation. Two classifications are generally u'Led, Fain. ;,

"worknao" and "not work ing" in a useful acti vity. Tho c

ru.1es fox . Simple field rating method r-rr as lollov-.

1. Mechanical counters shoul d be used. One r, i -L

I.aborera A-d th other records the tt lab-e-

'2. The cAuit ahould cover all laborer=- tr-

s rCd , court_ - ho l 1-  b b -'p crtcd bLy cri t _± . 0

- T e p r i; , 1r m t in t!,c ccu it shiuI de.'otr, his t:-IX,_#

£',tI g: ti __.;, t -~ ~ ~ Si, bZ~ r L2Jh 1- -i g_ :s e n aE,
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i ~ ~ ~ e ... +D e rs doi ng the, counting Must Understand the Y- s-r-:s

for,,, ,a:.ing the count and should be trained in corr-ctc

p r 71C ed04Ure-S•

6. To re ord nojrmal-' aCt it y -90r; a pr-oject crew, Czo7nt-, s C- , .  _ f'

"-" ot begin unt il' a t least half an hour into the m-!.d--.

7. N'o --ountrts should b-e discarded•

STo i ,lfya "wcri:ing," laborers should be enga-%ged_ inSL h

" "" E~~~ct i t+: ic _ s

i. Caryingmaterial Or lholding or spotn aeil

2- . C r ti c ip31t in g i n ac t ive p hy sic aI w or , i n clI ng me sU.-iF.g,

:-%l LLt, -e ad in-g b 1tep r;Ints _- wr I ing_ or der=, c_ . .. .

.--" I '--"d ng di recti ons to other lAaborers.

J14 .... iti-S Such as the ol owi ng woul d be listed a- n+

I"s . Wailting for another to finish work, waiting for a t-Q1Q
j.

A Singlein fldratingtucions.y nidcaino psil

9

2. Tlknsipng .. fe ec.

bac'o atrckdrvig imesly

, prcble2ms- -,.-.d no single rating is a COn)cILtsion. The crew+s wi!,

le.. t er,, quic!..iy who is doing the counting if it is uAlnrays th e heo

or .person or the sane truck drving sloly around the site. If

'o o recda noa hard hats for management the abrts ",.Id

- -.. ,.":J :,mi e awa, if they a-1re rot wor;-ing. The coLIF-t V.ill L.-;_,

h*If r bein Util gha Cut beore hand. If he cr- .s are wcr.ing
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" they will r;not notice management approaching because they are to-D

busy to worry about i t. However, the fact that the laborers know

m-anagefrnt is interested in the productivity of the idividual

labors -will be worth more than if management showed no interest

at all [Drewin, 1992].

The five minute rating technique is even quicker and less

e:act than the field rating method; even so, it is an effectiie

method fo,- making a general viort: evaluation. The five minute

rating technique is based on the summation of the observati ons

L'Sually too small to offer the statistical reliability Of work

' , amp ing. The purpose of the five minute rating technique Is

To ,-eate awareness on the part of management of delay in a

job and to indicate its order of magnitude.

7. To nEaOure the effectiveness of a crew.

To indicatc: wher- thorough, detailed planning could

r-esut in further savings.

T..- fie minute rating counts two types of del ays:

1. felais that impede the prcgress of the job.

2. Delays that- dc not affect the progress of the job but oni 1

the co-t o' the Sob.

T_ - f 1i-e m , MUte rati ng, the obser -ierr must pl _ce 1 iffmlsel- in

-- pusi tion from which he cam observe the whole Crew withCut being

C LF -L p .un. In this ;ay, the men will not be aware 0± nbc Es

"-" beiF; oberv_d and will not react to his presence. Fcr small

cre or - i ig in ci o-e pro i mi ty to each other, all are ob Zerved

a..... me kime. Large crews can be mentally divided i-nto

-1 !.!3cv f- 5.a 0,+ o _ -r ration. Each grcups is then. cbr-I ved
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for a poe d of from 7C. seconds to several minutes, and the ratio

0f dul~yz or nonworh: to total observed time is noted. If the

dela'. exceeds 50 % of the period of observation, then the ,loc-

%* \* o f time for each man so observed is classified as a dela. If

the delay does not exceed 5,.% it is classified as effective. The

-"fve minute rating as named this because as a rule of thumb n,-

* crew should be observed for less then five minutes.

An adequate knowledge of crew effectiveness is usually

achieved bv making four separate five minute ratings in a day,

tjo in the morning and two in the afternoon. in e'.perienced

observer 1earns to judge whether longer or additional st "is=

will affect ratings made in minimum recommended times.

-' . The real goal of the five minute rating technique is to have

a Oua lified, trained observer watch the crews and measure thei.-

prod-ucti vity vjithout the crews knowing they are being observ d.

The benefits are proFessional opinions on the effectiveness c-F

the labor irput: meaning the direct time of work to nor.

F:EcaLse ;_ crew is busy does not mean it is productive. The

minute rating can give the construction manager additional

information and possible insight as to the laborers w ha- habits

k from another- professionals opinion [Drewin, 1982 and Thomas,

The most recently developed tool for obtaining infrmt,

. .aL,.3 ut iFrpUt utilization is the Foreman Delay Surveys (FnE). The

'L,.=i c prcml se of tthe FDS &pproach is that the foremen, ,h._-, ar-

, -. at to thc wcrk, CaF, best identify nd estimate time losses

- .t the end eac dCb. Other tpes o- t'dies ha'.'e !hon that
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mnanor sotces o-f construction inefficiencies are the delays from

lakof mtral, tool information, etc, which are oft4en ou~tsidc?

t-hE fcremer 's control [Rogge, 1982 and Tutcil-er, 101823. Thus the

FO'S simple method of measuring the inf'luence of

--um-inistrati ye actionrs or- activities that are e-<ternal tfo a

4 0-remen scontrol, but at the same time, have a strongifuec

-* on the crew's performance.

The prominent featUres of the foreman delay surveys arc:

1. They provide current estimates-. Information is reported at

*the 2nd of each day.

2. They can canvass an entire project, rather than jus-t a

sam-ple of the work force.

They are ine>-,pensiV2 and easy to administer since on.-, fi fn

minutes Of a foreman's time is needed to compl ete the fr

2ach day.

4. They provide information on specific items of del v, h

a s

A. M--tarials
b. E qui p m c-i

d. 1iwtorin.ation or direction
2. CC inspections

f.Other crew int reec
g. Waiting for tranzportation

5. Thcy identi-Fy delay diffiCUities by craf* ,:uid cr-Lw, ':F

*Management to direct attention toward crafts- that rei'-

A- ~s i S tan ce.

.. They pro,.,ide a m-echan~ Fm f or tWO-Way -cmmuni ct i on~ ct~

P poje c nanra g;-m nt a n fo r-e ien. F oil o -j- up me et inst
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probLlem areas and poss.ible solutions.

The del ay f:r-m usual1y covers nine categories with a tenth one
i

for "other-" to be -ientified by the foreman. They are similar to

the averAge work sampling categories. Of course, the categories

can be changed to fit the individual projects needs.

Foreman delay surveys are easy to admini ster; but, like a311

things On a construction site, they just don't happen. The

Soreman must have a clear understanding of what the construLctaio.

manager's expectations are. All the foremen must know that the

FDS program has fil management support. Accuracy T,.Ut be

emphasized each day. We should limit the time period of each

s-rvey to no more than one week per month or the efect of t -
a

s-,rveys will gradually be minimized. The survey will become just "

-other u~sel-Ie. reprt for the home office. The foreman m-st

-ha:e a clear- understanding of probable benefits to himself. He

Sh-a: the (nst to gain in the short run. They must ur.derStad t:h-

3 the FDS program is not an evaluation of their performance but a

t c remove roadblocks to their effectiveness. The FDS muat b::

:Tr; c5d simnple -nd easy to follow. The results must be publis-ed

-il atcted upon and no one should be allowed to slip a fe da'yo

wth~ h- -repo3r t submission.

T.e FCS is implemented through a five step prcgra.,:J

Fir-st, foremain orientation; this fifteen minute to a:- hour

rwc't Ing a.ys the ground work for a successful program. En oug

iee ti-ga s.-thould be held t in-L ude all f.r3men in grot; o ,f

I. rt/ or I -7 at D ti t- ee diSCu-sed shou;:l irl: , ,

.-c, ot; i b,-- t o foCremen, man-3agement e;Pe t at ons, ,4
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t~e rvo~o-;.s ~eaa j' h4orm and timiFng and cha-nnels forIt

dierbto n collection.

3eor-ocl c-at ion c4- the reports delay report5s houild be

collected daily.

Third. delay report summary; reported delays and r Ewcrl: Zhrcul:. tc_

summarized b-y category and by craft.

CF--urth, rev.iew the results; a mreaeting sho' 'Id 'j held vi t- the

Ile -"F0r~ren to revieW thC S-um.mary of dcl a'/ and rewcr' as soon =-:sit

i s ava iIa bIe. -re agai n, Enough MEetlingS should be heloI tc tE--

the-7 groUPS of ormnsll Th'e meeting is not a +f.nger

P 7- ii- t i .g s E.-s c-ion. This mneting is ver-y important. It rsr

the foremen that y/ou have takr.en their delay reports an dr

Seemethi;-ig constructi ye with them. It provides a-n opctit-

w obtain specifics about reported problem areas and a, form or

discussing rcotezntia-l solutions. The mot1-i-vational aspects c'~ tllis

meeting will be discussed later inChprFo.

g ~Fifth, viSible positive action; a highly visibleioremt

cpeat~rsimplemanted by the cons truction manager asarE-ult

C I frrn5. =- gges-tions will do more than anything el SE to

-mv~c th.a foreman tha-=t the FDS program. is wor thw ilIe _ndtha

* ~ ~ ~ gf -r'r~mn -i1 o osar oiprove labor productivity,.

Thc FDS ptrograms implemented to date recommends month. I'

a ',r- tc the FOS Program, With the ope:ning meeting bai nc hg t _ r

The de,,'-lopment of- the f-oreman delay surveys grow CoLt -

bcali * c that helping t-he foreomen and h1ic crewv do th-eir ~csLettcr p

i ery importart Ife, to impriov1ng conetructi:re+. n/
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Un1i ke the other techn ique, i't i = cc omplI i shed u4i t hout outs Iders
:Dfi r~ o nt t1c1he job Sit e daIy an d cb sc-r vi ng; ter ef ore t c D S

proga ii 3 1s~ thr-tenjng to the work1 f or g, Thun 0 D3 prog-ram

IS ofte-n r-!n concur-rently with other productivity rnerzn

pr--cora-inis such a=- work,: sampl ing, with the help of the cons trUCti on Y

ma-nagyer the obs tactiles identif ied by the FDS program-r czan be Ti~vad t.

from the foreman'-; path. This should reduce thei-r ie+cec

~,nd alecivite them to work smarter. The EDS i_- rot a

subttute for crew level work sampling and time-la pse

photo.graphy. These methods are still most useful +for rtho ds

* imroveent =tud; es Eogge, 1292].

As mren t icne d early % Fr ed eri ck Taylor who did so mcr-h researcth

A 1 e Tc acyand thought tha-t management Could be an er -act

fro C-:IEF:-E is the father c-f time and motion studies. He -Fl i aOr

car,- di A do the work Up into enough discrete, progra_:mm,-ed pitecs

--r~d then F put the pieces back together in a truly opt-_M,.m + Crie -.

we'Athen have A truly', top performi no unit [Pe-ters, I' 232].

tv .wt c h s tudies- c o me r omT this- basc i.;da.

-i -arcor d s-f the current method that shows eclv o -he

r 1:r is bei ng done . This may v-ar y with how i t i s s-upposerd to : ber

itruo how6 the job- -was planned.

ThJe stopwa42tch s-tu-dy require-s the mniiMuIM of equipmlenit, bu-tt V

:n if cr tjn r, 3t ItS resul t SAre i mited by the pr ofIc i ency a-nd

F,~o 1- rg of' the opera-tor. This techniqueL is the cheapest and

f~~~~ i:ztiatorcrd se-ci fied sequential evetlvlvn n

- -%m- nd'c-r a. picev of eqipment.L

TI 1 1 a ta 1 s1z c- TS to0pwLa t chr st udt i:,s-1 are2F 2 n rL stJar t I 2
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w4i th the precisre description Of the cior so -'ity tha.t mus =t br

tE.asuredA t.P a er e' ,per±ence o:f the obeer rer. -he obc.erer must

dec dein r-ta~F1 wy one paeor cycle stops and another

-- begi. Whe the construction acti vi ties are not clearly

sps P i 3 2d an.,d Cce aDSreC i r r egUIa r i n or der 3 n d typn th E're21 car;

e--f.tea,-r d if f e reniceas o f op ini on a s to when one phase ics completaH

en ite O~;Lbenins

flnot-her- major factor that muILst always becoseedi et

detail and -with gloved hands, is the reaCti on of th -- crews

stopwa --t ch E.tudi es anrd foc:r that mflatter ti -me-I anpsma studiJ- as c- iC

11il a dd re 3 e d i n th e rn2-t Secr-tio40n . Inr t.h e pa s t, thr h. eo

Ong r e-er ti ens agal ns t managerial attempt t o e---' o, th

WfDka-by" uIsing workl improvement studies. T hi s id~

-:r uo ng-.r On 1 proh41b i Lio a .g ai n;stm stopwat 4-c:h etukdi 4-

-f--d-r, 1 -go-ern-ment em-.ployees in every budget appropria-ti+--r

-?1- to 149 The effort must be made to Convincie the

5 -t the stopwatch study is7 not an _ v; Uat ion Of th i d. du1al

p: o duc- taw y a t nId S ho!Uld ne-=v Er b eL eu~ !-1 s uc:h.

.2 r- sgnin ero nsowthstudies of catoe

qgr!pff o' peepIn ad equi pment is tha--t -one oboeer rcouIL have C;e

hc~d ivig .;chig ndrecrdngthe acti vities of many 7k op

-:T --,i: pn'. - h cce r2 enact and h sol

th CTIJeta -c I tie th an t h is i -- n ot a- p rob Iem. F-

- i~e -I r,;c V 'rovi- Lrr i t 5 inherent'y) di ff icul t 2 or T~ g

Lb ~e r- t, t'_ c-_r -D _ A r eccrd anv operat ion that Invr-,,. -i-.-

FT45HF~n Lr. e~ i ra-o t he number t, L-, .uCs CF-o3o

-L- - -cro.p;- Of the rnptiom of the vo! &ctIvit es
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* erare' numerous other 1i mi tati ons and short c c-i ns to

the stopw.4atch method of measuring construction produFtivity. It

p t mi tations, however, the stopwatch study a, n

e-, t.-ely usef Ul1 tool, especially in instances where only one or

perhaps a Few elements or components are to be observed.

The final input utilization technique we are intere-Sted ir

is thc time-lapse motion pictures. This method has also been in

use in the construction industry for some time. It is a very

r.liable method to measure the productivity of a labor crew over

an etreded period of time. It had been used by the majority of

t_ t-:R Cmp.JAnies interviewed at some point in time.

Over a period of many years, the time-lapse c.amera has

proved an excellent means of collecting information a-d data cr

work improvement studies. It can measure a large number o

l -bor;r- and equi pment at one time, able to record

4;-i t err, ationShips among these components, and Lsef l s s

tE rm ...ert, easily uLnderstandabl e record. It has also proved

extremeli .alub:L s1 s a means by which foremen and other

Upec.ry personnel can study and improve their jobs -ithout

resorting to the detailed formal work improvement techniques.

Th. .e saf-ety of the working techniques can be reviewed easily. ,

hours worth of workf can be reviewed in two to four minutes

tdepending upon the number of frames per minute selected.

The majority of the short comings of the time-lapse method

have been eliminated with the advent of the Video Cameras. The

expense has been greatly reduced. The past major disad ,antage

qas the cos.t o4 the equipment and filn development. No da' LhC

6 1"-."..
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oper,:t-- cozts no flora than any other trained observer utsed in v
th- flld.In fact, mzviy of the motion pictur-e machinea

~v~el toda/' will require no operator- -it all. Th'e-1 batteries-

eqL--r d by the old cameras are now built intc the new cai~ras

with Som-,e haviwng Capacity uip to six~ hours. The time lapse

betL.een ta-lng the film and reviewing it which caus2eu problems In

the po--t are now gone. With the video camera YOU ca,-i review in-

t he c-amraa . mrmedi atel y f ollIowi ng the shooti ng o-f the f il I >

intlerval sZettings O-F the past can be adjusted depending an /:

i riferest . The Video tapes toda y can --hoot up to si ho'rs E

crestte. The zoom lens desired are bill't in along with

T;1r rOP,! C- The level o- techini-cal knowl edge refLIr-Ed tfor 4

photograph,,,' 1- a, ti-emel y simple with the new C am eras . ali

t chni ral pro:bl ems of ti Tio 1.-.pse prodUCt-ivit/ method hzave b;a

el Iminrated.

ome useful consideration for tim-lapse StUdies are:

.. The PUrpose and objective of the study should be el-uplaineld

to the foremen and crew before the start. Withl-out the 4

cooperation, the observer will be Unable to pe-onhis -,-b

T.ie obsEr ershould be introdCuced to the workers b -, -

f or emen .

Th-2 cDamera location mukst be prepl anred. The _- c -- chOLK

be slightl--y higher than the vark location. The-) ic-L4 th-e -

Vor I !site MUSt Le cl ear.

-'1 ~~rirn f hc: Tftudy, period ShOU id con-7ri der 1 -- U

4.
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, . Time interval between frames should be from one to three

zeconds depending on the level of detail desired.

-,. otes pertaining to activities outside the camera range can

be recorded on the film by talking into the microphone.

S. It is helpful to record names, locations, times, film

speeds, and all other relevant details on the film.

.2. rA continuous time record can be made by placing a large

cloc:k face in the viewing range of the camera, or b1 having

th. manufacturer place an internal cloc, in the video camera

memory, of course at e,.tra charge.

The use Of time-Ilapse study has dropped considerabl) in thE

rec ent past partly because of the problems involved with the

older camera equipment and the technical level required _ . tdo
wp

photography. With today's video camera the time lapse stdieo

will be more and more popular as the construction indust- 7  -

up to their potential use [Drewin, 1982].

WHITE COLLAR PRODUCTIVITY MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES

Yer, feW studies has been done in the construction inCUt.

S'. on the prod&ctivi tv of the "professionals" meaning the ergineers,

cost -ngineers, and construction managers. The America -

Sroductivity Ceriter seens to be the leader in white collar

Pr~du :Li 'ity studies, seminars, and measuring techniques. Yary

-few of the studies have involved the construction industry [,QAC,

*" - Vo87 ].

'Qerv little historical data is kept on man-hours spent on-

engineerirg projects. Most engineering estimates are madc frcm

the e pert's c;perience 1,jith no real stati sti cal back-up ctr
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proven accuracy. The engineering managers and estimators rely

almost completely on past personal experience. During the

interview Lith Mr. Griffths, he e;xplained that each Enigineering

section is responsible for their estimates of man-hours required

on individual projects. Estimates on some projects are ver/

accurat;2 and some are not.

COMMI TMENT TECHNIQUE

One of the ;wjhite collar performance methods found is used by

the Tenr-7ssee Valley7v Authority (TVA) The reason that

productivity mea3surement has been so difficult in the engineering .'

o-ffice is because the primary output is information. Scme cf th,-e -

mo-re tangible outputs are drawings, procurement, and

specifications, which do not truly reflect the total ser-'-iCe

render-ed by engineering office. The input side of the,:

productivity equation is the same as before with either- a ma-n-

hours or dollar fioUre.

In most engineering firms it is far more import-ant to

measure the effectiveness and efficiency level that relates to

-perfor.nance than to concentrate on productivity. Many irms have

found surrogate output measurements such as profit rates,

-." qaity, and customer satisfaction. Very few engineering

. compi ... have found a form on how to measure performance of the

orgar, i 2ati on.

In 1984, TvA's office of engineering, started a perf rxav-=

measa rement isotem that measured and developed a set cf indic--i

t :>t gave tL-r'-ds of performance. The three trends used wer-:

I. Ma:ro compar i son with other fE Fi m' rates
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2. nternal rates in the office of engineering with past

per-f Ormance.

-roiect and client satisatin
"sfct.n

EaCh trond had numerous indices for exampl e. They devel oped a

second set of performance indices such as actual expendi tUres

versus budget, billing ratios and etc ...

The overvi-ew of TVA 's perf ormance measurement 5stem wn-

Commitment Management System. How well commitmentlls made are

10ei ng met . The commitment was considered met when all r-

previousl Y agreed to by both the engineer and client was

completed. If the client never complained or voiced an opini.on,

'V .TEanlng silence constituted acceptance, then the commitment was

met [Armntroutl 198361.

The program hsreceived alot of higher management support1

_-:-d although parts of the system are overly simplified, it is an

..cective trend measure of professional productivity in an arEs.

that has always been hard to measure. Productivity management i;n

aF engineering fi.rm or organization is possible al-though 1it 4s

not feasible vet to Measure it directly. .

PEr.FRF0MANCE EYPILUIT I ON

T'12 Most commonly used productivity TeaSutrement of the

.on-st,-_,ction manager- is the professi onal evalua:tionr~ Lil i-pper

mansinoemrent. For many years elcfortc have been ai mci at i mprov~irg

pr-'dUC4 ! i vit, Of the l aborers thru several approaches some o~f

vhi h hs-.,: been supported by labor and some have not:

I. Su~ti~~ionof equipment for human effort.

2. Imrvdmethods o-!, work.
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.. *'mcvaU cOf unproductive practices.

• Improved management of human resources. '

Quietly these approaches have been applied to the professir.al

'taff s 'We have intrcduced the labor saving computer for the

professional , we have done study after study of improved wo

methcds in the home office. We continually look for unproductie.

practices in the engineering profession which includes the field

of consttu tion managers. We work with the human resources

available to improve their management techniques. Many of theSe

ef-orts have been made through cooperating professional sccieties ,'

for engineering and :onstruction, all in the effort of improving

p-cductivitv. It has been hard enough trying to improve

p-oductivity of the labor in the field with different techniques,

but professional staff improvements have been very hard.

Everyone is familiar with the paper work reduction of se,erai

years ago, reduction of required meetings and casual ,,E tor-,

g and the two hour lunch breaks.

The majority of the engineering companies are trying to
mrn itor their productivity through performance evaluaticns and

r-vi ws. The problems have been hard to deal with. Even si nple

things such as position descriptions have taken up numerous hours

of ti ;fle with no tangible measurable results. It does help the

cffice organization, though, to have your duties clearly defined.

The problem still e':ist a that the performance improvement and

product; ity which increases vithin the engineering office, is

he3rd d rie:: tL .mkc ssibiE to measure on any tangle scale e':copt

P L -
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"" One of the performance evaluation techniques usable in the

,-, ofice is the individual performance appraisal given each

emplocyee. The importance of this should never be glossed over.

Even if only given one once a year, it deserves the proper

attention and detail of the higher management in any organization.
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CHAPTER THREE

INFLUENCES ON PRODUCTIVITY IN CONSTRUCTION

INTRODUCTION

In the past two chapters the paper has stated the importance

of productivity on society, reviewed the various definitions and

their relative applications, and have shown how it can be

measured. Now the paper will investigate the various "external"

influences on productivity in the construction industry.

- "There are the experts who feel an increase in productivity

of the laborers can be achieved "through an endless stream of

Hawthorne effects."[Peters, 19823 Hawthorne was a plant in

Chicago where for five years social scientists experimented with

worker productivity. The great observation made about the five

j year study was that the worker productivity increases were really

based on the amount of attention given them and not so much the

"*. innovations developed to increase productivity. This was shown

R through increasing the light level for the safety and comfort of

the workers which brought about an increase in their

productivity. Several months later, the workers were told in

great detail how the lighting was too bright for their own safety

" and comfort and the light level was dropped. Once again the

level of productivity increased [Drewing, 1982).

The Hawthorne affect may be applicable in small control

•, groups but not directly applicable to an industry. Especially an
-A.

industry as fragmented and diverse as the construction industry.

There are numerous 'external" influences upon the productivity

* of the construction industry. When external is used, it is meant
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not controllable by one construction manager or one laborer or

one company. They are influences that are industry wide such as

government regulation.

OPPORTUNITIES FOR IMPROVEMENTS

The opportunities for improvements in the construction

industry are as great as they are varied. With so many sub

specialties, hundreds of thousands of general contractors, and

millions of workers, there should be many external ways to

influence the productivity on the construction sites. Many of

the cost saving ideas of improvement are simple yet still not

properly used in the construction industry as a whole. A small

sample of the ideas are listed below:

Constructability reviews
Use of more efficient equipment and tools
Contract modifications
Employee Effectiveness

Research and Development
Improved materials
Trained Labor force
Computer Simulation

Prefrabi cati on
Roboti cs
Safety
Efficient government regulations
Producti on management
Marketing

Standardized Productivity measurements
Standardized Industry data and statistics

Equipment capability and capacity

The most interesting study done recently, which was

conducted by Dr. McKee from the Chicago Institute of

Productivity, was based on a survey sent to the largest 400

contractors according to the Engineering News Record. The survey

was first conducted in 1979 and again in 1983. The return of the

survey was a disappointing 25% in 1979 and 15% in 1983. The
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*" .1 results are fascinating and are at least representative of the

construction industry attitudes. The surveys found the answers

did vary greatly with the size of the company [Choromokos, 1981

and IITRI, 1987).
A

The universally agreed upon area for the most improvement in

the 1979 survey was in the area of marketing. This is not

surprising since this survey was taken during hard time in the

construction industry when jobs were few. Several interesting

articles have been published recently dealing with the topic of

marketing in the construction industry. Marketing, which has

been used extensively in the manufacturing business for years, is

very applicable to the construction industry. In the past, each

company has relied heavily upon reputation and trade magazities

for their sole source of advertisement. Today every company

including the small contractor with local flyers are learning the

marketing business [Fortune, 1984 and Groob, 1987]. Another- very

ft interest response was the difference in views between the large

contractors and smaller contractors in the area of training,

esLimating, and scheduling. The large contractors in almost

every category rated this item lower on the potential for

produictivity increase scale then did the smaller contractors. It

is obvious that the large contractors feel they have hired the

best in the industry, in way of estimators and supervisors, while

* . . the smaller contractors feel like they can improve upon their

estimators and supervisors. The results are not surprising since

4 the larger contractors can afford to pay the higher salaries for

the more tAlented people. The contractors are universal in their
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agreement on the potential for productivity improvements with the

modification of government regulation.

Regarding the issue of unionized labor the contractors were

all very hard line in answering the survey. The author stated

after talking with individual contractors face to face many of

the presidents and vice presidents softened their opinions on the

amount of productivity improvements that can be gained through

the unions. However, those companies that worked a lot of

government contracts felt strongly about the Davis Bacon Act and

how the unions treat the Davis Bacon Act. The impact of unions

on productivity will be dealt with later in this chapter in

detail.

Although the advances in equipment in the last couple of

decades has been great, the contractors all feel there is a

medium potential for more improvements. One of the most commonly

mentioned areas of opportunity for productivity improvement is

t-he replacement of labor with equipment. Unfortunately the

attitude we instill in the laborers sometimes reflects the

:.-.
unimaginative way with which we occasionally approach the

productivity issue. Anyone that has worked awhile in the

construction industry has seen a group of laborers with their

supervisor wait for a piece of equipment several hours for a job

they could have done manually in a couple of minutes.

One of the areas polled in the survey is how the contractors

feel about the potential productivity increase with the use of

robotics, which is another issue covered later in the

chapter.
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The surveys conducted by the Chicago Institute O

productivity serve a very useful purpose in highlighting the

*. issues and attitudes in the construction industry. Hopefully

,. with time the survey respondents will increase in number rather

than decrease [Arditi, 1985 and Choromokos, 1981).

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

Numerous studies have examined the relationship between

productivity and research and development (R&D). Most

researchers have expressed the relationship in terms of a rate of

return on money invest in R&D. Although various researchers have

calculated widely different rates of return, almost everyone has

found that the rate of return is positive ( i.e., money invested

in R&D produces savings from increases in productivity that

exceed the investment).

The fact that R&D can contribute to higher productivity has

been recognized for many years. Thus, in the past when

productivity problems of the construction industry have been

analyzed and discussed, one frequently identified cause has been

insufficient R&D [Summary, 1983]. However, because investments

in R&D can contribute to productivity growth does not necessarily

mean that the converse is true: that stagnant productivity is

due to inadequate investment in R&D. In fact, various r-easons

beside insufficient R&D have been given for the lack of

productivity growth in construction. For example, the lack of

i,,vestment in capital equipment, the fragmentation of the

construction industry, and out-of-date-management to name a few.

It is possible, however, that many of the contributing factors
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mentioned and alot not mentioned may not have been a problem if

more R&?D had been performed, particularly R&D relating to the

management of construction.

Using 1984 numbers as a percent of sales, the pharmaceutical

industry spent about 7% on research, the aerospace and automotive

industries spent about 4,.. The Japanese construction industry

spent about v". and the United States construction industry spent

about 0.01% on Research and Development. This compares with the

* "amount of research and development done on razor blades that year

[Fo:,, 19S6]. The amount of money invested in R&D in the United

States has become a considerable to concern to some of our

trading partners. The research and development program in the

United States has been rated as pathetic as recently as 1984.

As part of the studies and findings of the Business

Roundtable construction industry cost effectiveness project, much

" - needed emphasis on R&D in the construction industry has now been

placed. The money that is coming in now from private business is

not overwhelming, however, it is much higher than before the

.- Business Roundtable reports were released. The Federal

government is also getting involved with the National Science

Fouindation calling for ways to spend the 1.5 million dollars in

federal grants from 1985 [ENR, 1984]. The Federal government has

a ver y large stake in the productivity of the construction

business, not only from the role as big brother, but also as a 5 5

billion dollar a year client. The productivity centers and

institutes are playing a leading rule in awarding and monitoring

the R&D being conducted in numerous areas. The trend for small
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%I
*, contractors to participate is still not encouraging. None of the

interviewed companies with the exception of Bechtel contributed

any funds to research and development. Some of the reasons are

' "listed:

1. A belief that on site construction is a service industry and

that responsibility for conducting construction R&D rests

primarily with the manufacturers of the equipment, products,

4 and materials used by the industry.

2. A belief that it seldom pays a construction contractor to

conduct R&D because the results of construction related R&D

gener ally can not be patented, and competitors will quickly

learn of and use anything worthwhile that is developed.

3. A belief that overhead expenses like R&D must be kept to a

minimum ir order for a construction firm to survive the

periods of low activity that are common and inevitable in

*' - -constructi on.

P 4. A belief that only very large organizations can afford to

conduct R&D.

Of all the money being spent on R&D in the construction

industry, the Business Roundtable found that manufacturers of

construction products and equipment probably account for- almost

69 percent of all construction related R&D in the United States,

gove nment agen cies for about 167., contractors for about 4%, and

all other e]ements of the building community for about 9% [CII,

1986]. The list of the companies and federal agencies investing

ii cOnstrucltion research and development has grown consider-abl y

U' since the release of the Business Roundtable reports. Figures
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for 1985 have not been tabulated yet but the trend of 1
expenditures is probably in the positive direction.12%

The lack of R&D money does not mean there is a lack of human

and physical resources needed to effectively carry out a

significantly expanded construction R&D effort. There are

plenty of researchers and laboratory facilities to carry on the

needed R&D. The Business Rountable identified over 180

organizations in the United States with a potential for doing

, construction R&D. Although relatively few academic institutions

currently provide research or for that matter educational

programs in the management of construction projects the number

would certainly increase with the dollars available.

UNION AND OPEN SHOPS

Several of the myths about productivity deal with labors and

unions such as:

Myth #1. The work ethic is disappearing. People no longer

believe in the virtue of hard work and care nothing about

personal pride of accomplishment.

Myth #2. Organized labor's resistance to change in work

pr actices cuts productivity.

The statistics being published these days just do not provide

evidence to support these myths about productivity [Buehler,

i81. .

In fact, the labor unions decreased in size from 20.1

million in 1980 to 17.4 million in 1984. A decrease of 2.7

m llion workers. Historically the main source of union members,

non-agricultural goods-producing industries are mining,
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construction, and manufacturing. These industries suffered a net

employment decline of 80),000) workers over the period of 198]) to

1984. The construction unions decreased in size and number by

almost 7%. This was taking place during the period of slow

activity in the construction industry. By 1984, employment in

the construction industry had returned to its 1980 level of 4.4

million. During the slow down of the late 70's and before the

1980 mini recession the number of union members had stood at 1.4

million for 4.4 million employees, however, by 1984 the unions

stood at 1.1 million. The competition between union and nonunion

contractors during this period intensified, with many of the jobs

that had been historically union going to nonunion contractors.

Some of the unionized firms started separate nonunion firms to

compete during these lean years [Adams, 1985].

These statistics back up the economic analysis presenited by

Steve Allen earlier in this paper. The skill levels amassed for

3 large projects which were historically union jobs before the slow

down of the late 1970's and mini recession of 1980 have brot=en up

into less skilled labor intensive projects. The union jobs

requiring higher skill levels because of the union contracts

regardless of what the actual work being done is becoming a thing

of the past. Because of the mini recession, the jobs were being

won by nonunion firms which had a lower ratio of skilled

craftsman to laborers than the union firms. The cost difference

between union and non union projects was mentioned by Mr. McNair.

The company had estimated a project in Atlarta using an open shop

labor source when the client stimpulated all labor must be union.
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The exact same project increased in cost by 147.

The main point of all this is the unions, although

contributing to the productivity problem with outdated work

practices, and higher cost on some contracts, are not the sole

problem. The size and influence of the construction labor unions

were dropping during the period of no or little increase in

productivity within the construction industry.

The other nations of the world have suffered the same

problem in that their productivity in the construction industry

has had no, or very little increase. The interesting point is

that they claim one of the main causes for the lack of

productivity increase is the increase in labor intensive work

[Hippon, 1983]. The exact opposite of what some of our e-perts

claim. The Japanese do not blame the construction unions for the

lack of labor productivity decline nor do they blame the laborers

themselves.

The Japanese feel the main causes of the labor productivity

decline in recent years are

1. Reduction of order prices by excessive competition.

2. Rise in material prices following the oil crises.

increase of labor intensive works, joint-venture projects and

small sized separate contracts in public works.

4. Age advancement of workers. 0

Many of the reasons stated follow along the lines of what the

United States experts feel are the reasons for the lack of

productivity increase in the construction industry. However,

there are some notable differences missing, one of which is that
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"' the labor unions are at fault.

Many of the criticisms about labor unions are by companies

that do alot of government work and the criticisms are really

meant at the Davis Bacon Act of 1931 [Halpin, 1980]. They feel

the act is outdated and no longer serves a useful propose. The

act sets the ininimum wage that can be paid on a governmfient

contract at the going wage rate of the local unions in that area.

The act essentially makes sure that the union contractors can get

government jobs. The act was not meant to do this when it was

first introduced. However, it has evolved into an act that

protects the union contractor and the local unions from the open

shops and nonunion contractors.

Many labor unions and experts do not believe the Davis Bacon

Act is outdated. They feel strongly that a higher priced union

labors can survive with higher productivity rates and some work:

rule changes EManser, 1985].

The labor unions are not blind to the changing times in the

construction industry, nor have they been sitting around watching

* the demise of the union contractors. The labor unions are

becomirng a major contributor to the R&D efforts mentioned early.

The Busi ness Roundtable regularly invites labor union officials

to join the boards and committees investigating the construction

industries problems. One of the Business Roundtable reports

focuses directly in on Local Labor Practices. In this report

over 32 questionnaires were mailed out. Over e7. were returned,

a much better result then the 1979 and 1983 questionnaires that

were sent out by the Chicago Productivity Center. The
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questionnaire listed 57 bad work practices observed, and

requested comments and frequency of observances. The most

nonproductive habits or practices reported are of particular

interest:

1. Late starts
*. 2. Early quits

" . Excessive time for wash up and putting away tools
4. Unauthorized breaks
5. Place of work is the change shack, or company property lines

6. Abuse of visits for medical aid
7. False weather ex:cuses

- 8. Nonproductive work time
9. Additional time payments

10. Premiums, travel pay, incentives

11. Employment practices
12. Jurisdictional disputes
17. Steward rules
14. Manning requirements and standby time

An interesting comparison is that in many surveys on the cause of

delay on the construction site, the waiting for tools and lack of

tools (i.e. stolen or misplaced) always ranks up at the top.

The conclusion and recommendations made by the committee on

the Local Labor Practices are well worth reading, although not

described in detail in this paper, it is important to keep in

mind that there are still many unproductive work practices

contained in many construction labor agreements.

V Some of the progress made in negotiating the labor union

contracts with union contractors has occurred in areas where the

mini recession hit the hardest. Because of the amount of work

lost by the union contractors to the open shop contractors, the

labor unions have made great advances in their work rules and

negotiatioiis With union contractors. The healthly competition

has made the unions much more competitive. Some of the more

nctb-Ale agreements are the operation TOPP, a coalition of
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construction contractors and labor unions, in the greater

Cincinnati area. Started in 1981 the agreement affected $517.5

million dollars worth of construction. The best thing about

operation TOPP is the cooperation among the different groups of

people involved in the projects. The agreement sets rules for

-solving jurisdictional disputes quickly. The agreement also

'. ,reduces, if not eliminates, work stoppages on the projects

covered under the agreement [Hartel, 1985).

Another Labor management agreement is operation MOST in

Columbus, Ohio. Similar to the operation TOPP it is another

* example of the strides that are being made by the unions to

become more competitive with the open shops and there by more

productive [Maloney, 1984).

b The influences that the unions and the open shops place upon

productivity are great, the level of effort of each is directly

reflected in the productivity rate of a project and the industry.

However, to blame the past lack of increase in productivity on

the unions and open shops is unreasonable and inaccurate. Each

plays its part but is not the controlling element. As one can

see there is no single element that is controlling the
J,

, " productivity rate in the construction industry.

A % The healthly competition between the two should never be

stopped. Not by the government and not by the industry, unless

we plan on changing the way the free market place should run.

GOVERNMENT REGULATION

It is very interesting and not very surprising that so many

*m'N. American contractors feel they can improve greatly in the
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productivity on the construction site if the governmental

* regulation is stopped or at least decreased. A good number of

contractors list the government high on their list for the lack

of growth in the construction industry productivity.

Not all nations feel this way. In Japan, the construction

* contractors rate the government number one for saving the

industry during the past hard times. The contractors in Japan

praise their governments leadership rule in setting up schools,

-. training centers, sharing of technology advances, enforcing

building codes, and guiding the contractors through the tough

times with an ample supply of public work jobs [Hippon, 1983]

The amount of regulation in the United States verses Japan

is not enormous, each has its building codes, each has several

levels of government, each monitors and directs to some extent.

Then what is the difference? Why do the American Contractors

feel so strongly about over government regulation?

I One of the major differences is the clarity with which the

laws and regulations are applied. For example in the United

states only 33% of the building departments have published

guidelines on procedures [Report E-l, 1982). If one is not a

. .*- local construction manager or contractor then you have to learn

the system. There are numerous other examples but the point is

*i the Japanese are very clear and precise in the implementation of

.: their regulation and assistance. The United States is not. The

number of departments in the United States regulating the

*construction industry has gone up by 2*0 with only 20 being

deleted since 1945 ENRC, 1986] (see figure 6). The amount of
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documents and paper work created by the increase of government

agencies is staggering. Many American contractors avoid

government work if they can do to the amount of overhead that is

required to keep up with the government regulation and

documentation. Although no figures are available to support

this, after talking with people in the construction industry this

fact does become apparent.
%)

The largest and most heard complaint by contractors that do

government work is the restriction imposed by enforcement of the

Davis Bacon Act. As described early this act affects only work

done on government projects which includes state projects using

federal government funds. The act sets the pay scales for the

projects at the local union rates thereby making sure the union

contractors are not excluded from doing government work.

The paper has discussed the negative influences of

government on the construction industry according to some vested

groups. Now the paper will briefly mention some of the

importance of the government in the construction industry.

The leadership rule of the government is vital to the

construction industry and for the most part is well done. There

are segments of the construction industry that are better led by

government regulation than others. The nuclear construction

industry is an example of probably the worst in the way of

clarity and consistency.

The financial role the government plays in the construction

industry cannot be understated. In FY85 the federal government

construction expenditures exceeded 50 billion dollars. Many of
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the contractors in the United States would not be very healthly

if it were not for the Federal Construction Programs. The

reciprocal of this is the government is very concerned about

productivity in the construction industry to make sure it

continues to get its money's worth.

The government has initiated countless programs to promote

industrial innovation or scientific or technological development

of some type, and while many have been successfil, many others

have failed. The point being that the successes has assisted

many contractors in staying in business.

Government regulation needs to be continually reviewed and

improved and that is the job of committees such as the Business

Roundtable and institutes such as the Construction Industry

Institute in Austin, Te>xas. To place the blame for the lack of

productivity growth on the government is not only inaccurate it

is wrong. Just like other topics discussed,the government had

p and still has some of its policies's that contribute to the

problem but do not solely influence the situation.

ENGINEERING AND DESIGN STANDARDS

Engineering and design standards have a great influence on

construction productivity. Some projects give more emphasis on

the economics involved than do others. Such concepts as valve

engineering and turnkey projects have resulted from the conceived

gains in productivity and cost reduction.

CONSTRUCTAB IL I TY

" The construction manager is highly interested in the

S.construcbility of the project which is an offshoot of value
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engineering. CII defines constructability as the optimum use of

construction knowledge and experience in planning, engineering,

procurement and field operations to achieve an overall objectives

[Summary, 1963]. The objectives are obviously constructing the

desired project at the least cost to the owner with the most

profit for the contractor. Some of the consideration in design

constructability are:

1. Construction driven designs. The design should be enhanced

to consider the construction schedule and materials required.

, , 2. Design simplification. The design should be as simple as

* possible and still give the final desired outcome. This

includes the specification of local material, using standard

lengths and dimensions, making the blue prints easily to

follow to limit the mistakes by the crews.

S3.. Standardized designs. This eliminates having to learn a new

Sconstruction technic and retrain the crews. The bugs within

9 the design are worked out and improved. The best example of

standardized designs are those used by the fast food chains.

4. Designs and prefabrication. The use of prefabraciation

quickens the project time and lessens the crowding on the

work sites. Usually prefabrication lowers the unit cost.

.\ 5. Accessibility. The design should be site specific, including

6 geography, layout areas, and other normal requirements.

% -
%. 6. Design should take into account weather. The construction

techniques used should consider the historical weather

* pattern during the proposed construction period.

7. Designs should include specific specifications. The use of
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"boiler plate" specifications should be avoided. Although

they save the owner a little bit of design money, they

normally end up costing alot of construction money in change

orders or material not really needed or desired EO'Conner,

1987].

It is hard to overcome some of the barriers to

constructability designs and integration of the old design
*

technique and the new. Several of the barriers frequently

encountered are:

1. Resistance by owners. Constructability programs add highly

visible extra cost to projects.

'" 2. Tradition. It is hard to get the construction and design

industry to change.

Resistance by engineers. Construction experts are not always

welcomed by the engineers.

4. Shortages of qualified personnel. The number of construction

managers is still limited. The communication between

construction managers and engineers is usually better than

"p that between the project superintendent and the engineers.

5. Training. The schools are not putting much emphasis on

constructability in the design classes.

6. Incentives. The incentives for the contractors are minimum

except on some contracts. There is normally more money to be

made through change orders.

7. Priority. Most owners are not aware of the potential savings

by using constructability.

d The most important point to remember is that a few dollars
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and ettra time spent in considering and designing in

constructability will return the investment many times during

*construction. The construction manager representing the owner is

not providing adequate services if he does not emphasis this

point. The hard part is recording any cost savings since the

construction budget is finalized after the constructability has

been designed into the project. It is hard to document the

savings to the owner unless you design the project and price it

without the constructability designed in it. Mr. Ray during his' S

interview discussed their companies attempt to document the cost

savings of value engineering. He agreed the potential for cost

savings start at the beginning of the design phase and steadily

decrease as the project enters into the construction phase. (see

figure 7)[Shah, 1984]

VALUE ENGINEERING

Value engineering is closely related to the constructability

concept, unfornatuely sometimes it assumes the construction

manager is acting more as just a contracting agent and has no

% input into the design. The idea behind value engineering is the
k-

improvement of design by encouraging the contractor or a

construction expert to make suggestions and recommendations

, during the design. The contractor receives monetary incentives

Ifor giving cost saving ideas. The monetary incentives vary from

contract to contract.

* , Constructability and value engineering as you can see are

I very similar and with either one implemented the productivity

rate of the construction effort should be greatly enhanced.
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ROBOTICS

Robotics is a relatively new topic to the construction

industry as a whole. Robotics has received a cautious reception

'4 in the construction industry as might be expected from an

industry as fragmented and diverse as it is. The potential for

productivity increase and cost savings is enormous. But the slow

moving construction industry feels a little threatened by the

break in traditional ways of doing business. Some of the myths

1, an worn out sayings still raise their ugly heads:

Each project is unique
s Robotics takes away jobs

The capital investment is to much
Its not the way we do it

' "' The union won't like it

The men won't like it
Management won't like it

Like it or not robotics has found its way into the manufacturing

industry and is finding its way into the construction industry.

Some of the uses found for robotics in the construction industry

are:

I. Painting of interior walls.

- 2. Plastering of the exterior wall of a building.

3. Spreading of resilient flooring on a large floor.

4. Casting of pumped concrete with a tele-operated arm.

* 5. Reinforcing bar fabrication robot.

6. Tunnel lining robot.

7. Bricklaying robot.

These are only some of the already developed uses of robots in

I construction ECrowley, 1985 and ENR, 1983).

We are not the only country trying to develop robots for use
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in the construction industry. Japan has made great strides in

the development of robots in construction and they have one other

major advantage over the United States. They use them'

.* : ,The social aspects of robots in the construction industry

will require a great deal of attention and care. It will involve

;' ' displacement of some labor and redefining the tasks of others.

Robots do raise legitimate fears within construction labor as

well as lower management on the construction job sites as to

their job security. Fears may prevent labor cooperation in the

implementation of robotics which will most certainly impair their

* effectiveness. Efforts must be made to reach an understanding as

:. to the priorities and policy of implementation of the robots

4. [Crowley, 1985].

The need for robots is becoming critical. As the labor

shortages become more and more, critical pushing the average wage

higher and higher, the productivity measures we use to day are

Lgoing to get worse and worse [Hammonds, 1987). Some

technological advances will improve productivity without the

Nimplementation of robots but by the end of the decade this will

not be enough. The labor department predicted in a 1980 report

"V that 2.4 million new construction craftsmen will be needed by the

I. end of the century. During a period of population decline. The

shortage is riot far off, by the year 1990 there will be a

shortage of 1.9 million construction workers. The current

training programs produce only 50,000 craftsmen annually [Newman,

19831. As the need for people in all the industries goes Up so

will the wages being paid. The construction industry is going to
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become more unproductive and costly than ever if we do not start

to plan for the labor shortage now.

The unions and management should plan now for the procedures

for implementing the robots and retraining the laborers displaced

q into fields where the robots are not applicable. The

contractors, through the Construction Institutes, should start

investing in the near future to lower the possibilty of having to

buy most of the construction robots from the Japanese and Germans

in the future. The manufacturing industry has made the change

and the construction industry should learn from their lessons.

Robots are not new, and they are being used to some extent in the

' construction industry already. However, not on the scale the near

future will require, if the construction industry plans on

reimproving its productivity.

SAFETY

Safety has always been a key concern in the construction

3 industry. Some companies are more safety conscious than others

and their insurance rates show it. Safety has an enormous impact

on the productivity of the construction industry. Job site

accidents and work related injuries and illnesses, including

fatalities, in construction occur at a rate that is 54*% higherI Kthat the rate for all industries, making it one of the most

hazardous occupations. With 8. of the nation's work force,

construction accounts for over 10% of all occupational injuries

and 20. of work related fatalities [Newman, 1983]

The United States does not have an unusually high accident

rate in the construction industry, it is universal to the
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construction industry. Japan has about the same percentage of

accidents on the job site as the United States [Hippon, 1983].

In addition to the humanitarian reasons for preventing

~personal injury, the e.9 billion dollars a year cost of accidents

gives the construction manager, contractors, and owners every

reason to bear down on safety. Especially the owners since they

eventually pay for it.

Past research by the Business Roundtable has shown that

accidents are, to some extent, controllable by all levels of

construction management. A reasonable reduction in the frequency

and severity of accidents would lower the 8.9 billion dollar

. direct cost of accidents by as much as 2.75 billion dollars, or

8% of direct construction labor payroll a year. The direct cost

does not include the clean Lip cost of an accident, the lost time,

the work slow down that will follow, or the cost of the firms

reputation[Report A-77, 1982). The owners pay for a bad safety

record in the cost of their projects. OSHA conducted a study and

determined the owners with construction accident rates lower than

the industry normal followed some simple guidelines:

1. All owners with better than average construction safety

records required constructor s to apply for work permits to

work in areas that were considered dangerous by the

construction manager.

2. The owner took into account the contractors safety record

when awarding or negotiating the contract.

All the owners in this group conducted on site safety

inspections of their own.
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The cost of safety and the lack of safety is a direct

influence on the construction industry productivity rate. The

construction manager that ignores safety or does not place the

proper importance on safety is a danger to the industry and

himself. There are hundreds of established safety programs, it

is not the purpose of the paper to discuss those various

programs, except to say that safety has a major direct impact on

construction productivity. Every safety program, regardless of

.N
the level of detail on paper is of questionable value unless

common sense is applied by the construction manager. It is

everyone's responsibility and obligation to get a project

completed safely, to do any less is criminal.

"- OVERTIME

The use of overtime in the construction industry is well

documented and still widely used. The effectiveness of overtime

is also well studied and widely distributed. The hard part to

understand is why the construction industry, on a regular basis,

still uses prolonged scheduled overtime. Scheduled prolonged

*' overtime on large projects is known to disrupt the area's

economy, reduce labor productivity, inflate labor cost, and

"" without much hope for a pay-off of an early completion date.

The Business Roundtable has done extensive research into the

use of overtime on construction job sites and recommends that all

owners force the contractors to limit overtime worked [Summary,

The Department of Labor indicates that the most effective[ °" method, in terms of productivity, to add extra hours beyond the
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normal 40 hour week is to hold the eight hour per day constant

and add an extra day. Scheduled overtime, by definition,

involves regular work for more than 40 hours per week. It is

distinguished from the intermittent overtime required to finish a

concrete pour, or to do emergency work of short duration.

The Business Rountable studies on overtime were based on

engineering standards for a given task. They compared the actual:hr

times taken to do the work per unit using overtime verses the set

engineering standard. For example the study found that the

productive output of carpenters over a prolonged period of time

was:

8 hour day completed units 120 pieces per hour

9 hour day completed units 100 pieces per hour

W It is obvious to see the benefit of increased hours is short

lived [Report C-2, 1980).

Besides the extra cost associated with the use of proloriged

overtime other problems start such as:

fatigue
absenteeism increase
mental attitude decrease
higher personnel turnover

increase in accidents

IThe study concluded that when a work schedule of 60 or more hours

per week is continued longer than about two months, the

cumulative effect of decreased productivity will cause a delay in

the completion date beyond that which could have been realized

with the same crew size on a 40 hour week!

Anyone that has worked overtime for a prolonged period of

time will tastify to the accuracy of the studies fidiiigs. M ust

people will slow their pace to get the same amount of wort: done
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in eight hours as ten, if worked for prolonged periods of time.

It is not something easily overcome. The study justified working

for prolonged periods of overtime in remote areas where the cost

of housing and taking care of the workers is high. It takes alot

of the construction managers time to schedule work so as to avoid

the human tendency of work slow down during periods of prolonged

• overtime [Report C-2, 1980L]

The effects of overtime on the productivity of the
.

construction industry are obvious, yet greatly ignored. The

. contractors still work a lot of prolonged overtime, some sav it's

to attract and keep their workers. The problem is the statistics

just do not back up that philosophy; prolonged overtime causes a

higher turnover rate. The owners and construction managers viil.

a have to act to keep overtime use down, for its intended short 0

term objectives, on the average project.

WEATHER

Everyone that has worked on a construction site knows how

the weather can effect the schedule, and also knows there are

means by which one can act to accommodate the weather's activity%.

The construction managers skill in schedulino and shifting wor> S

is the secret to dealing with weather and a little bit of lucbi.

The weather effect on productivity should be very minimum it

the origieial productivity rates anticipated took the historicall /

normal weather conditions into account when the engineerir.q

standards wtere being developed. The cost of a project is

dependent cnr when the constructiorn i scheduled and if the area

"i" has /aryany or adverse w. eather patterns. What we really are
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discussing when talking about weather related productivity is the

deviation from the planned construction productivity.

A number of studies have been done on weather and most

estimating boot::s have tables and adjustment factors for the time

of year and location of the site were the construction is planned

[Navfac, 1983]. It is the clients decision whether to build in

the bad weather season with a lower productivity rate or whether

to wait for better weather with a higher productivity rate.

A construction worker's productivity is, of course, greatly

affected by weather, both psychologically and physiologically.

.[Koehn, 1985]

With the proper decision tools, information and experience,

the construction manager and the owner can make the correct

decisions and make the necessary trade offs made. The accuracy

of the productivity estimates depends upon it.
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CHAPTER FOUR

HUMAN INCENTIVES AND MOTIVATIONS

INTRODUCTION

The measurement of productivity in the construction industry

is usually expressed in some form of labor input as we have seen

earlier in the paper. The construction industry has taken a keen

interest in labor motivation because of the falling productivity

rate in the industry. Some feel the major area of concern is the

" multi-faceted problem in worker motivation [Report A-2, 1982].

,. They feel construction workers seem to take less pride in their

0 work than was true in past years. The work ethic seems to have

weakened, possibly because of social welfare programs,

unemployment benefits, or for some economic prosperity. Labor

makes up a large part of the cost of any project, ranging from

25% to 40",. of the total project cost. This cost only reflects

the labor charged to the project cost account codes and does not

* include the labor cost, for example, of the material delivery

Ncompany. The labor cost is counted as a material cost, it is

charged against a material cost account.

0 Increasing labor efforts such as overtime do not always

equate to increased productivity. To get an increase in

.. produtivity we must increase the output side of the equation at

a higher rate then we increase the input. Unfortunately, this is

easier said than done most of the time.

There was a time when worker satisfaction was thought to be

0 closely related to worker productivity. That is, satisfaction

Sle, was linked to high productivity and dissatisfaction to low
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productivity. The relationship between attitudes and

productivity, as ample research has shown, is not a simple

matter. Worker productivity, in terms of rate or quantity of

"* output, is at best weakly related to worker attitudes. However,

when worker productivity is considered in terms of lack of

absenteeism, low turnover, and other forms of withdrawal from the

job, a relationship between productivity and satisfaction exists.

Those workers most satisfied are those least likely to withdraw.

Job satisfaction and other worker attitudes thus bear an

important relationship to some aspects of worker productivity but

not to others [GuZzo, 19873.

Construction workers can be motivated-to increased their

productivity rate. Many companies have instituted programs that

ohave worked. The Business Roundtable has recently done a survey

and study on labor motivations and recommends that construction

companies install motivational programs. As we will see later

there are numerous types and variations of labor motivational

programs, but first we need a quick review of the different

theory's regarding human motivation.

THEORY'S

MASLOW HIERARCHY

The first theory that everyone should know or have at least

heard of is Maslow's hierarchy of needs. Maslow describes man as

a "wanting" creator, and his wants in turn become "needs" that

man tries to satisfy. These needs are not only physical, to be

satisfied by material things, but also psychological. Maslow

developed a hierarchy of needs that goes a long way toward

.
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explaining many of our human behaviors. (figure 8) The theory

proposes that man first satisfies his most basic needs, once

these are satisfied they are replaced by new needs and he is

motivated to attain these. Needs once satisfied are no longer

motivator's, but there is always a need to replace the old

motivator with a new one.

Man's most basic needs are physiological, that is they

sustain life and provide physical comfort. For example food,

clothing, and a house. In the hierarchy, only after these needs

S ' are near fulfillment, does man seek safety, love, esteem, and

self fulfillment. If one of the needs is not fulfilled the

desire to satisfy the need will increase, then irritation will
.

develop, and then unnatural behavior will occur.

0 Maslow has always been the first to point out the needs are

not always filled in order, since higher needs may occur before a

-. more basic one is completely satisfied. He also stated the needs

vary in there importance in each individual and even daily

'variation within the same individual [Drewin, 1982].

. The important thing to remember because it will be used

* later, is that the more a need is satisfied, the less it

mativates behavior. For example, once man is earning sufficient

money to gain him food, clothing, and a house that he considers

* appropriate, he becomes motivated by higher needs such as

security and status.

THE X & Y THEORY

* The next theory that will be useful in describiijg and

.o o" developing a motivational program for construction laborer-s is

. ... .. .... .. ... -. .°• a , -'.. .....-..-... , a '. .



MASLOW'S HIERARCHY OF NEEDS

Actualiza ion needs

*SECONDARY NEEDS Esteem Needs
\ /Prestige, status, re ognition.

, . self confidence, apprec ation

, y_ _ .Social Needs
Wk /. ...oniBelonging to a g r o u pe  r ~~~.love, ac or.acptance.

Safety, avoidance of pain, financial curity.

PRIMARYPhysiological Needs
- Food, drink,_rest, air to breathe, shelter,\

•satisfaction, temperatures, sex..

FIGURE 8 [ Drewin ]
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the X and Y theory. This theory, developed by Douglas McGregor,

[refers to the traditional two different types of views on humans

in the work place. Theory X states:

1. The average human being has an inherent dislike for work and

will avoid it if he can.

2. Because of this human characteristic of dislike of work,

most people must be coerced, controlled, directed,

threatened with punishment to get them to put forth adequate

effort toward the achievement of organizational objectives.

The average human being prefers to be directed, wishes to

avoid responsibility, has relatively little ambition, wants

security above all.

Theory X was the traditional view of the human work force during

the industrial revolution years ago and is still applied in many,

industries today but with less enthusiasm.

Theory Y is exactly the opposite, it rests on the following

assumptions:

1. The expenditure of physical and mental effort in work is as

natural as play or rest.

2. Eternal control and the threat of punishment are no the

only means for bringing about effort toward organizational

objectives. Man will exercise self direction and self

control in the service of objectives to which he is

committed.

Commitment to objectives is a function of the rewards

associated with their achievement. The most significant of

SUCh rewards, is the satisfaction of ego and self
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actualization needs, can be direct products of effort

directed toward organizational objectives.

4. The average human being learns, under proper condition, not

' only to accept but to seek responsibility.

5. The capacity to exercise a relatively high degree of

imagination, ingenuity, and creativity in the solution of

-. "organizational problems is widely distributed in the

popul ati on.

6. Under the conditions of modern industrial life, the

intellectual potentialities of the average human being are

V" only partially utilized.

*. . Today, construction management generally leans strongly

toward the authoritarian theory X approach. However, because

the dependence of the laborers is changing, so is the level o

- authoritarian approach. Figure 9 provides a good graphical

representation of the way things are going and must go if the

productivity level of the construction industry hopes to make Lip

some lost ground.

The more contemporary behavioral scientists question the

adequacy of the two mentioned theories. In the past, the

majority of the research on construction labor motivation shows

that most of the research was based on the motivational theories

of Maslow. Few of the studies were based upon empirical evidence

and have come under great criticism. The contemporary behavioral

scientists now use a set of guidelines and formulas that can be

derived usirng the more generally accepted expectancy theory of

. wor: motivation. Since we are only interested in the basic
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premises of the expectancy theory, we will not redevelop or

review the formulas and tables derived from the expectancy

theory. Instead we will briefly review the concept of expectancy.

~EXPECTANCY THEORY

Expectancy theory deals with three major sets of variables,

and stresses the necessity of analyzing relationships among these

variables as a prerequisite to understanding the motivation

process. The three major areas are, the individual, the job, and

the work environment. It also recognizes that different people

have different types of needs, desires, and goals, and not

everyone values the same rewards equally, or are motivated by the

v same stimulus. People work to accomplish something for

themselves. They have a task that must be performed and by

performing that task, they hope to receive rewards. These

rewards, or work outcomes, serve as the means of satisfying the

workers needs.

5 Expectancy is the connection between the laborers

expenditure of effort and his performance of a work activity. It

is defined as the laborers subjective probability that he can

turn his effort into unto a successful completion of the work

activity. An expectancy valence such as 0 indicates that the

individual perceives a neutral chance of being able to perform

the task if he tries to do so. Expectancy valence's are assigned

using the modeler's experience and knowledge of the subject. The

full range of valence may be from -1 to +1. A assigned valence

of +1 indicates that the worker perceives the outcome as having a

great ability to satisfy his needs. A valence of -1 is perceived
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as eliminating current and preventing future satisfaction. An

outcome with a valence of 0 is seen as being neutral, neither

having the ability to enhance nor prevent future satisfaction.

The more attractive the performance of a task, the more motivated

the worker will be to perform it. Attractiveness is the expected

value of the anticipated satisfaction of the rewards or outcomes

associated with the performance of a task [Maloney, 198..

None of the thoughts involved in the expectancy theory are

new, however, through the proper development of values for the

.,. valences, expectancy, and instrumentality, we can develop a

motivation score. The expectancy theory takes what use to be a

* non-empirical subject and moves it into the mathematicians realm.

The assignment of numbers is subjective to whomever is setting up

the e;.pectancy tables, and hopefully they are considering hov- the

laborers feel about each job [Laufer, 1981].

The biggest draw back to the expectancy motivation theory

I and model is that the numerous values assigned to optimize the

outcome of the activity normally exceeds what the average human

"" will consider. People often do not consider all alternatives,

and they choose a level of effort that will produce a

satisfactory set of outcomes rather than the optimal. Any model

must be limited to only those factors that the person is actually

using as a basis for their decision.

NEEDS THEORY

Another theory, in the attempt to understand motivation, is

the needs theory. Motivation has been defined as a physical orF psychological drive to obtain the means to satisfy one's needs.
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Needs can be viewed as physical or psychological deficiencies.

Laborers start with needs and seek a way of satisfying them. The

laborer identifies the source of gratification that is available

to him. Once identifying the source of gratification, he engages

in goal or task directed behavior to obtain the means of

gratification. If the means are secured, the original needs will

be satisfied. Once this occurs, different, unsatisfied needs or

a variation of the original needs become important.

In the needs theory, the human needs are broken down into

r three categories, existence, relatedness, and growth. These

categories, of course, contain the need for money, security,

love, fulfillment, etc.

Satisfying these needs depends upon comparing what one

person gets with what others get in the same situation.

Different people are satisfied by different things. Some people

are happy with hot dogs and beer for dinner, others need a seven

course dinner, however, both have satisfied theie need for food

and are happy.

Relatedness needs acknowledge that each person is not self

contained but must engage in transactions with his human counter

parts and environment. Satisfying these needs depends upon a

process of sharing, and the willingness to share. Each person

has their different levels of relatedness. Some of the laborers

need very little in the way of sharing and others are very out

going and need constant sharing. Sharing can be a lot of

different things both materially and concepts.

The final category is growth needs. Those are the needs
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that impel a person to develop his capabilities and to attempt to

employ his capabilities in different circumstances. The growth

need requires challenge and a chance to grow, it involves

-. different lvels of responsibility.

The most important concept involved in the needs theory is

also expressed in the other theories but not strongly enough.

This is the concept of individual differences. People respond

4 differently to situations and the responses of one person to the

.. same situation may vary over time. This are of interactional

psychology is relatively new to the scene and still has alot of

on going studies.

LABOR STUDIES

The theories presented so far are used in many different

combinations throughout the construction industry. There have

been many studies that investigate what motivates the workers and

laborers of our industry. An interesting point here is there

0 have also been as many studies on what demotivates the w.orkers

and laborers in our industries. Many feel that the demotivator's

-: are more important than the motivators, since once a motivator

has been filled it is no longer a motivator. However, once a

demotivator has been eliminated it is no longer a demotivator.

Which has the longer lasting effect for the money and time spent?

The studies that have been conducted on the blue collar

crworking class are impressive. In the last several years, alot of

work has been in researching labor productivity because of the

construction industries productivity problems. Since labor is

*-* such a large part of each project, labor has been studied in
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great detail in an effort to improve the job site productivity.

The most recent comprehensive studies have been on nuclear power

plant job s-tes. The studies were financed by the Department of

Energy. Once again the study focused in on motivators and

demotivators of workers. Most of the studies actually performed

"a by engineers have held many of the findings and conclusions

a developed by the social scientists as contentious. Conflicting

empirical results and schools of thought have clouded the

*. *. problems of human nature and productivity. The productivity

* . studies performed by the engineers tend to get down the problems

O on the job site and do not deal on the physiological side of

-" human nature. In the author's opinion, generally, they are

considerably more useful then the studies by the social

scientists. This is not saying the social scientist studies are

not important, just not as useful to a specific problem.

-. The Business Roundtable has also taken a great interest in

the motivation of construction laborers. They feel the key to

motivating construction laborers and foremen appears to be

organizing the project and its resources to let individuals be

* productiVe.

The study finiacied by the Department of Energy was

• "conducted by the University of Texas. The study interviewed with

* ind sirvexed more than 1000 craftsmen at 12 large construction

job sites. The study identified a large number of motivators and

a even larger number of demotivators [Eorcherding, 198-)].

List of moti vators found during the study:

Fi ay and Incentives
Suggestions solicited
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Craft relations
Orientation program
Safety program
Working conditions
Overt i me

Recog; i ti on
Goa I S
Open house (pride)

* Well planned project

Additional Motivators not mentioned in the study:

Participation in decision making
Training
Leadership

- Communication channels
Proper evaluations
Job Satitfaction

*% Security

Lists of Demotivators found during the study:

No cooperation among crafts
No communications
Unsafe working conditions
Disrespectful treatment

'Little accomplishment
Material availability
Tool Availability
ReworkI--
Cre-.j discontinuity
Project Confusion
Productivity stressed but no goals
Poor use of crafts
Incompetent personnel
Overcrowding
Poor D/C

Lack of decision making

Additional demotivators not mentioned in the study:

Lack of equipment
Absenteeism

SNo enforcement of the rules
Constant positive reinforcement
Poor goal setting
Un-informed staff members
Prolonged Overtime

The list of motivators and demotivators are specific to the

craftsmnen surveyed and not absolute. Some of the motivators and

demotivators deserve extra comments and correlation to the human
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motivation theories presented earlier.

The differen-oe between quite a few of the motivators and

demotivators is the presentation or implementation on the job

•'o. A-site. A really good idea for a motivator can become a

demotivators if not presented correctly. For example, a well

planned and scheduled project can be a great motivator. On the

other hand, the same project with a poor plan and schedule can be

a demotivator on the site. It is always up to the construction

manager to recognize this situation or at least be open minded

"" . enough to see the problem when it is pointed out to him from the

muddiest laborer on the site. This is one of the reasons the

Foreman Delay Survey is becoming so popular among the foremen.

The use of motivators on a project are useful but take alot

i of effort and time, since usually when a need is fulfilled, it s

no longer a motivator for the labor. A motivational program must

be dynamic to have a chance of success. A motivational przgrazn

must be careful not to insult the intelligence of the laborers

[Schwartz, 19863. During a long project in Detroit, the project

. "team and laborers were starting to fall behind schedule, so the

* owner brought in an outside firm to implement a produCti',ItL

programl. This included ball caps, buttons, and pcnics. The

proje'-t was completed on time but the effectiveness of the

product i i t'; program is questionable. Many of the trade- 3a ,

"the whol thirig as a big joke" and considered the -aseball c_

_=_ c id,e tisements patronizing. As one stated "We re

C, fr , ,,Irl s. We dc,n 't nEed ginmicks to do a good

jt. "ob. [:SchLartz, 1 I-$ 3
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Contractors that work with the Business Roundtable and have

experience with the cost effectiveness project criticize the

pr *2graai because there was no accountability. It was an

advertisement program with no changes to the accounting system cr

the productivity system. The project schedule and planning

program did not change. There are the supporters of the program

4v.ho felt it helped increase productivity 18 to 20 percent.

The motivators used for the Detroit project were riot

overwhel ring and certai nlv were conventional. The practice usco

by most other companies is an attempt to eliminate the

* - demotivators on the job site. The demotivators appear to have a

longer lasting effect on productivity when removed then the

motivators do when implemented. However, there is no empirical

data tO support this conclusion. As a construction manager, one

has an opportunity to work on solving the complaints or at least

paying attention to the complaints made by the laberors. When

laboJrers stop complaining and become quiet is when one has a real

prc bleIm. The Havithorne affect mentioned earlier has a lot of
"5

b-.tth to it. The attention paid to your workers will be paid

bc-c normally with greater productivity. Demotivators are real

pr-rjblem ,OF1 the job site and need to be solved for the sae of

pr .jdiit i i ty.

fne of the great myths about productivity was presented

erlier in this section when stated that a few experts felt that

t',e jonl fithic and pride associated with the construction

n~d m tr y Ld decreased. None of this can be proven and some of

•i- -mth can be disproved. The Committee on Construction
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Productivity for the National Research Council did a review of

the engineering standards provide by R.S. Means over the last IC

years. The results show great variation in productivity during

the period for the - tasks investigated. Specifically, output I
per crew member increased for 13 tasks, decreased for 11 tasks,

and remained unchanged for 6 tasks. This suggests no clear tr-end

in construction crew productivity ENRC, 1986]. The young a.fd oi0

construction workers the author has worked with, like every other

group of construction workers, has its outstanding performers and

its non-performers. The pride in their work was not lac ing v %

general. Only when the direction of management was, hurry _ip ,;rd

get it done, did the quality suffer. Through the inter ,, eis

P
-onducted most did not feel there had been a general change in

cr!: ers attitudes, they had some that were good and some tVt 0

were not so good.

WHITE COLLAR STUDIES

3 The number of studies that have been done on "white collar"

motivation in the construction industry is considerably less than

those that have been done on laborers in the constructi-D-n

industry or on "white collar" workers in the manufactulring

industry. As presented earlier, the productivity measure of the

professional management and engineering staff is even harder to

define then for the laborers in the constructi on industry. The0

producti -i ty problem of the construction industry, because it is r

.c, %e!I defined, is hard to pin point. To date most of the

it3 management's responsibility, never really saying its
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management's fault. It may not, no one is really sure since we

cannot Measure ,where the problem is as an industry. Hoever, oe

can uLsuall pin point the problem on individual projects which is

where we should start.

The concept of motivators and demotivators is st ii

applicable when talking about management. The list is di+terent -P

with different emphasis placed on the categories. ire incer,tive_

and motivators will change with different economic period s. For

"eample, during a good growth economy, there could be

discretionary bonuses and profit sharing, and during a _ tagnant

economy there could be recognition and rewards for creativity ir

new projects and construction methods. During the down eccnomy

frequent communication with all parts of the organization

regarding costs, waste, company financial status, and possible

layoffs. Nothing is more demoralizing to an organization E

unnoticed layoffs and mass firings.

Incentives for management can be broken down into two

categories, membership and performance. A few incentives fall

into both categories. Both kinds of incentives are important;

however, they do different things. Membership incentives help to

Veep people. They show up for these. Ex.amples are health plans.

life insurance, and pension plans. Ferformance incentives help

to motivate people. Employees work harder for these.

.erformance based incentives including cash, or shares. merit

salary increase, and promotions..

The human behavior theories are still applicable, but with

usually c lightly different weights. The removal of demotivators
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still tends to have longer lasting effects then the fulfillment

of motivators. The motivation of payday only last a coLI ple of on

ci ther sde of payday.

']iThe manufacturing studies on white collar professionals have

centered around office lighting, environmental effects, chair

design, and office l3yout. All of which the average engineering

firms have gained information and insight from.

The construction manager must be able to operate in both

environments, the field and the office. It takes a little change

min ind set each time you change locations. Different language,

different dress, different approaches, and just plain different

attitudes. The construction manager is master of his environment

T-c, m the beginning if he takes advantage of the Situation berte

ths project begins. The selection of the engineering firms,

construction firms, and project office personnel set the tue of

the project for the duration. The success or failure o-D a

project depends upon the construction managers selections. 1h-=

selection of firms is out of the scope of this chapter 2nd paper;

however, the selection of personnel is well within the scope of

human incentives and motivation. The construction manager -an 0

-' eliminate alot of his problems from the start if he mares the

-orrrrct selection of personnel. It serves the construction

mana.gers ulterior motives and personal incentives to pick a

SLU:ce-_s-fUl project staff.

SELECTION METHODS

11oe correct selection of personnel cannot be over

r;- ,a h.sized. The construction manaqer will live with the
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selections made every day. If he made the right selection the

project will move along with the best possible results. Pick the

wrong people and things will go down hill quicker then you can

imagine. If you pick the wrong personnel do not wait until its

to late. Get rid of the disturbers, non performers, and trouble

makers early [Peter's, 1982]. This applies to laborers as well

as management personnel. The amount of time and ill feelings it

takes to release someone are usually made up very quickly in

produCtivity gains. This does not mean make the decision in

haste, make sure you have identified the problem correctly and

4 th.at your decision will sit comfortably with the rest of the

construction team. If the decision is the correct, one will be

alone in their decision, very seldom will one recieve any support

-from the team. If one is wrong in their decision the whole

" . project team will be letting you know you have made a mistake a:7d

that is hard to recover from. The hardest case is when half the

p team supports the decision and half does not. This is all the

more reason to be careful in the selection of the project team

when you have the chance to choose. You can avoid alot of

* heartachhes b making the right decision the first time.

"R Som ;e'perts feel approximately 907 of the mistakes made by

M _iranC-gers are judgments and decisions about people. They stress-

* the importance of screening and evaluating candidates for hire oD

* for promotion carefull)y. They also str-ss the proper and

efective use of the motivators and incentives [Hensey, 1987].

* The selection of personnel is not as easy as it once as.
4

.. This is one of the areas many of the construction managers and
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contractors feel the government is over-regulating the industry

in. Only some of the potential problem areas that affect

emplo nent are:

Equal Pay Act
Civil Rights Act of 1966
Immigration Reform and Control Act
Race discrimination
Se- discrimination

% The list of regulations affecting the employment of personnel is

staggering and very restrictive. The idea is to avoid all these

problems by finding the right people to start with. There are

many means to finding the right people and the level of effort

0 expanded in finding the right person will depend on the level of

~ ', the position to be filled. The construction manager must weigh

the level of effort and be very effective in judging human

b" character.

Some of the things the construction manager needs to look

for in selecting and interviewing people is attitudes, skills,

communication ability, and knowledge. All of these traits add up

0% to reflect upon the project productivity. The construction

manager, as the interviewer, must be careful not to immediately

decide about a candidate and then look only for confirming

b' information. To avoid pit falls like this it is usually wise to

.. , ,have multiple interviews and have someone else participate.

Normally, it is beneficial to have a younger assistant

participate for several reasons. First he learns how to conduct

an interview and gains knowledge from the experience. Secondly

there will be a second opinion that you can use if desired.

- , Always hire with a test period, which protects both you and the
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new hire.

The hiring of construction laborers obviously will not be

conducted on the scale mentioned above with the construction

mngror contractor unless the cmayis veysmall.

Therefore, it is extremely important that those doing the hiring

fully understand your desires for the type of people hired, the

traits, attitudes, and skills.

The promotion of people is just as important as the hiring.

The project productivity is directly related to the people

selected to run the project. After all, to repeat an old saying

"it is managements responsibility". Construction managers faced

4 with promotional decisions must carefully evaluate the candidates
5,

demonstrated abilities to determine who will function best in a

position of more responsibility. This careful evaluation of the

candidates emphasize the importance of the annual or quarterly

-evaluation system that you need for your employees. It is the

written documentation of the performance over time. The

evaluation over time is used so the promotional decision is not

' "7 made on who performed best last week. Some employees are very

skilled in knowing when to perform in front of the boss right

• -" before promotion time. It is flattering for the boss, however,

Scan lead to a big mistake and lots of bad feelings within the

organization. Some of the traits that need to be evaluated for i-

the selection of people on the construction management team are:

Communication skills
e, Leadership ability
interpersor-al relations

* Wri tten skills
3Stress tolerance
Fr-,fe-ssional knowledge
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The list is considerably longer but one gets the point.

S The selection and promotion of project personnel is

paramount to the project productivity. The construction manager

is the master of his destiny with the project team he selects and

promotes.

"1 1

I" i
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CHAPTER FIVE

IRUI CONSTRUCTION MANAGERS PLAN OF ACTION 0

I NTRODUCT ION

This chapter is devoted to developing a plan of action for

the construction manager to use for increasing producti vity' or.

construction projects. It will use the concepts, terms,

* definitions, and theories presented throughout the paper ....

combine them directly and indirectly into an 18 point program for

the constructi on manager. The development of a plan of action

and a set of procedures is necessary since the constructi--F

manager has a hundred different activities happening all at the S

same time. The old saying, "can't see the forest through _all tha

trees", is very appropriate. Many of the programs points wiIll

require the direct attention of the construction manager an so .

L-.ill require only his support.

The construction manager has a lot of problems in tryinig to

3 implement any new program and the number one is he must have the

right mental attitude. The construction manager's attitude will

"et the attitude for the project. Attitudes have a direct

relationship to productivity. Attitudes are also important since (

the,/ caln be indicators of the quality of life at work and of the .

worker's satisfaction. In the proposed program, it is Tore

ii !ei vto obtair, a good atti tude since a productivity increase ia 0

,J. direct I linled to hioher profits for a current on going jcb. i'

is more li ely to convince the owner if it will keep project cc-3t "

down. T 1s-bacrers will hae the right mental attitude i-- th. E

Pr c-gra1 i pre-z-nted correctly by management, since they also
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benefit from higher productivity through better employment. I
Also tangible benefits for the laborers must be made by

management to achieve their participation.

Prior to the implementation of the productivity program we

must set the productivity measures of progress. Since there i-=-

no singlE best answer for all situations it will suffice to say

- ka the construction manager will set the productivity measures

prior to the start of the project using which ever productivity

measurEmPfnt option fits best.

The construction manager, as we stated earlier, is defined

as the professional project manager. Responsible to the owner

' for the completion of the project, responsible to the

construction industry for a professional job, and responsible to

S-society for producing the most cost effective project for the

resource inputs. The construction manager is with the project

"* from the beginning working with the design firm and the ow~ner

through construction. He should provide leadership to the

-31Istru-tion team and the management team; making

-ecommendations on design, construction, schedules, and the

economy of the project [Scott and Showalter, 1986].

18 POINT PROGRAM

The mainstay of the 18 point productivity program is th

simple idea of productivity through people. FrodL.ctivt1 V a1 . be

achiev'ed through hard wor' , smart ideas, loyalty , and numerous

other human means. There are a hundred success stories of

ccmpanieo t:,at st-irted their path to riches through people

prod:r-ti 'it, 7rogr.ms. The IBM to,ter is a monument to this
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concept. IBM is only one on the list of large companies that

made it to the top through people productivity programs [Peters,

S982]. The concept of treating laborers like compressors is

'4, non productive concept and must be left behind. Sometimes this

is hard to do in the construction industry due to the nature of

the business but through proper planning it can be achieved in

S \" mcrst cases.

The 13 point productivity program is not a checklist of

4 items to be measured and forgotten as they are completed. It is

more Like a method approach with attitudes and ideas that the

* c, nstruction manager can implement in his particular

,4 circumstances if it fits. The program is a reminder of thE

simple things that we all forget when things get busy and our

iision is clouded by the daily crisis of constrLu4ti n. The

follcoving is a list of the 18 points that will be covered in the

. program:

COMMUN ICATION
LEADERSHIP
PRE JOB SET UP

'.'*- q. SELECTION AND PLACEMENT
* .TRAINING AND EDUCATION

GOAL SETTING

* MANAGEMENT BY OBJECTIVE
SUFERVI S ORY METHODS

I... SAFET'(
APPRAISAL FEEDBACK
DECISION MAKING TECHNIUES
CAREER DEVELOPMENT

ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURES
FINANCIAL COMPENSATION

*. PHYSICAL WORKING CONDITIONS
WORf: RESCHEDULING

a-... JOF:, REDESTGN

rhe first item ifl the program ia COMMUNICATION.

C- .Ccmmunication in a major element to a sucEessful1 project and a

%,
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Fs.

SICeS5-fUl produictivity program. Communication includes oral and

written, formal and informal , and various other subtle forms of

zommujnication. Communication includes the passing of an idea

whether through blue prints and specs or through directions and

Esuggest i ens. T t must be preci s2, accurate and ti rely w-i th thie

correct metlhod of pre-sentation.

~n e;.ampl e of how poor communi cati on can l ower product14i vitv

4is th lack of t11imely engineering answers. The engineering

an=sw;rs, that come from the home office to the project I1aborerS .

the f ielid is rated bv the foremen as a maj or demot i vator- for tri:e

or ews [Elorcher-ding, 19801. It is a delay in productivity, a-nd a S

form of communication problem. The telex is too slow, or the

engineering department is too slow, or the pasper work to get tfhe

answer is too slow; somewhere there is a communication problem.

The ox?,afrples tha-t can be made of poor communication on the

construction job site could fill a whole cseries of books. The

solution to the problem is not easy.

First V-.OL( Must make the simple breakdown o-T who you are

commun1Licating with. The simplest list is the client, the

1ontrao:tor s, and the laborers. Th repniiiyo -heS

cr-;struc tion mai~nager to commTunj cate shouild by very ex ,tensi , an

1. The co, r uc ti4on manager shoul d est abli 1sh a CC411Li Cat iOF.5 5

system with the client. A setting uip of a sy'stemlati-c

procedt-re for el;fchangi ng and documenting i nf ormati on, ---;d

-each 4 n agreement on, thet rind and amount of i nformat ion

-E-edcd a nd 1-he -Er. qUency wi th whi oh it is to be ex.changed.
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2. Etabisha communications system winthin the proje~ct team;

that i-S, setti ng uip a systematic procedure -for e-changi ng

information between the project team members.

Si eL tup and monitor the adherence to the channesetalhe

and revise as necessary.

The ne.:.t task is to set ukp the channels for comruncati.Dn, to, 1

the different departments and interest. FPut it in writing,

puiblish it to all concerned, so it is clearly Understood and

available for- use. The different channels to link the client,

% ~contractor, and 'Laborers might be all or just some of the

0 f ollIowinrg:

NewsI Ett er s
Tocol box tal!:s
Fcaremarc Delay Surveys
Meent ings

"-Ii..ng tours
Suggestion B~o:

Open door policy's
Cor-f erences
Contracts
Design Docu(mentS

Fo ne cals

. ~~ The methods are up to the individuaRl Co0n =_rUCtion_ ff~mnger ott

* the principles are the same and shouild be well defined and

The ue ofCommunication on the constructi-on 4Qb site Can,

i never- be2 over UtiliZed; it is a major source of information -nd

- plc~nnn matrial The correct set Up and Use ofcomnctn

hanels wi I a the project to success a=nditimrpretu

* v0n _ -a~ r 1e cud the projectC to failure. The constr.uction

-,ir;ger m -:st -omiT-to 0wunl c-te with peoplE and organi zat~ons,
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it is his bu-siness to lin!. them all together proHesoion-lly. .e

Smust be able to perform in informal settings as well as in large

-nterences .4i th prepared presentations. The construction

-. manager must be able to communicate well with everyone.

The next element of the productivity program is LEADERSHIP.

The leadership we are referring to is that of the construction

' manger. AFter all, he is the focal point of the -onstr-_cti on

p-oject, he is the continuity from conception to completion. The

.t topic of leadership in Construction has received alot -F

attenti3. in the construction management profession-al journa-

lately. It is seen as another way to improv*e jcb site

performance which is another measure of job site productivit,.

4 . The stead-y hand Of a good leader is invaluable to , corstr -oti

pro iet. The produ-ti'vity gains of a good leader are not e-i

measurable because the problem of standards and definitions. The

A record of the good leaders, meaning the best preforming

cor-struction managers, will have to stand for themselves since

the p-ocItivity levels recorded are lost in the sea of confusion

.i ".,. r--gar ding productivity measurement.

S.The best leadership style has been a topic of argument for

centur-ies. *There are numerous studies with conflzt-ing re--l

about task. oriented leaders verses people oriented leader-. "I

-recent s,_udy in England set up Fiedler 's LPC Scal.e, -- I-ch

an" association bctween site managers orientations and

" r.rmance, acro s the range o-f situations encountered Bre-20n,

S * J-. Th2. Z -s-Ler to the age old question about leader-hip

• -1 w wil not be a;-swered easily. The secret is to, 0 thc-rn-
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that best fits the individual Constructa'on manager 's st le. If

S.s style is tas' oriented that is just as fine as the pecpla

oriented style. The ccnstr'ctior manager can mix the 'sty Is tc

.L h It e i r; 1 eadershi p , but he must be, consi stent. To

3 msF~v, leadership comes naturally and they have no problem. Some

-constr uction managers must learn a leadership style which is -t

impossible; however, this takes al at of time and lessons that a.-a

Lusuall !_ y'earned the hard way.
'a a

The construction manager must like to lead and make

decisi ons if he is- going to be a successful project manager.

With. his abilit-! to make decisions along comes the responsibility

0' "of those decisions. The productivity on the constructi on job

site is a direct reOult of the construction managers leadership.

PRE-JOB SET UP is another point in the producti-vity program. P

-. Th pre-job set up is ex.tremel y important to the const r ,ction

- project producti-Vity rate. The time to set Lip the jo-b c rre'tl v

f r om the start should be added into the project sched-l e. he

orjner shoul d be heavi ly i nvolved since the emphasi- of the

S.onwill greatly affect the budget for the project. The

Spre-jOb set up will determire the construction producti ity

rates, the numbers oE laborers, the quanti ty of toolrs avil ablo,

, gr-v-edure for checking them out, the number of trtc'-s, Sie

I jC'ct fjr ef iciency, and a whole array of other factors.

In this ph.se is the all important selection of personnel

-.hjh as noted earlier demonstrated its own importance. The

;e1 crcti ~i. f personnel is not only the office staff but also any

" l! t!at u,111 be ..orking for the construction marger
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directly sLIch as inspectors.

Each project has an infinite number o.F ways to be

constructed and completed. it is up to the construction manager

. to investigate the different paths to completion and recommend

* the best for his talents. The pre-job set up includes ideas su-h

as ivnvestigating the constructability and adding in the commen-ts

if others, if applicable. There are numerous ways to help select

the construction site pro-job set up which will optimize the

si tatio ns pre.er t It can be done through computer simula -ti r

of the 7cn-trLUction job site using programs such as yclone, and

A MI II. It can be done by using operational research techniques

[Fark er, 19-7]. Or it can be done by the most common practice

and als~ the cheapest method (at least initially) by experience.

b The construction manager always relies on his past eperi enc: t

help set up the current project.

The time tak en and money spent of investigating t-

construction job site set up is well worth it. If just one

costl!t mistake is avoided the money and time are nade UP for.

The Probl=- m i that you never really can prove that a ,.] taLe a

av ci ded. '{cu cannot show an increase in the productiVit,' ra to

th,"n cere is nothing to compare it with. There arc no irdusti-y

.- S-d rdc to show how much better you're doing. The one irdi

,a 1ycu ight use is the total project cost per square f-Dot.

thi-. is hard to use since, for example, each building m-ay

ha,, ehs ame sqAare foot but the insides are comp I etel-

d i -f !1,t. One is Al open -Cloor space and the other has o --tiis.

Sr .. AL tjd. Th total project cost per square foot is not
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-n easil coprus osar n omlt poetth O..tUt

man-germust slow dow~n and take the time to do a proper- pre--jct:.

V ~Set Lip. He Must choose the correct procedures -andhaetm

r ead,, to implement Upon the start of construction. On c e

Pr oject --tar tS an.d y)o'U then try to go b ack: a-nd imp Ieme.-nt th.-e

p-ocedures, it is a nightmare. The-L constructi on manaiger muILSt =-st

the constructi on Job site uip correctly from the eianwt

*the coret mamnning, l ay out, a r dor various other detals. Pre -jc,

-2t p is a vi t-l part of epI very construction project so do nt'

ever short change it.

The SELECTION AND PLACEMENT of people was mentioned VCi

tim,-es already and dese2rves -A qLuic"k re-emphasi s. There lha-ve- b0een

5sever2 al studies on the effectivene2ss of using selection an"-

placeenL s a eans of increasing produtvt Euz,182

c :A' r, ndi ng o f tesurv.ey.s and studies c onrf irmed i f in n ,T et

r 1-de tthe proper selection of employees, the tUrno"--r rtE:

m ved iishih is directly rated to productiv-ity a -s eov -

* -' i2r.

Sele:ction is an .admnistr-ative act lo!v.;the

identificatioin of personal vFariablEs Th-at InrfIu e ncea p e. o~ r c

I Ih r-),i- t -c it:; objectiv/es, -it must ~ ttJ

thoseposs - -ng te deiredcharacteri stic,- r!, e[ s t_ 7u ruti cF7 ma na. g er He must max,. .imnize the -- to ome of t1-

* 'Yr :sL i Cfwhich is to sjhe must ima. Imi ze the prodL.c-ti v~ tv

-e -or gav-iL tion thrc;-gh his people. It is the selection and
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plIace, t-f these peopie ta sat t-he prQd "Ct I rate va t- h -

te or- giIz-at. . The problpe returuua -AS rtl to the

mes irErrfEnt Of the organizations productivity.

"The methods presented in Chapter Four should be applied san

Iever hi-ing, an emplo yee whether it is an enginee.- or a _-r I

bad attitude in an organization, no matter what level, -Ii p15CC

'-. undue stress on the organization Selection and placere -

employees play's a significant role in productivity.

The TRAINING AND EDUCATION -f our employees is another

i smp or an L part c the productiVity program. The t-ai n.; and

aducati or. referrad t D is t-at of the current - .p'

-ert ths ,rk> aborers, engineers, and constrLCt 1 o I Z r rn .

training is both i r;-house and by professi oral i n tai tit

I Susiness Rc,r.ndtab a t - has recognized the need .-- r u: .P I.-

., and tvainig of our _onstructi onForMt-ofessi 0.55 I.d-.

n stit"onr c progr-ms .n each c angz-rio. [-TiS:-. , .

2- _ 4- [ i nr- t'7h t

r t fl_- r- t • 1 -- 11i-- in c-a en :rh. --,-1 h E. od u a r I: :E. -g2 ,--.TrK-o prJ--resiCl,-ai i:_estitta~zns. Fcr- the eng'i.neers and

t.rLtt-on '> '1 o '- c V

T.d i s tvcward hi gcr dcgr-

, -P:-,

-- P' A- M,- A-

,S t ... . . : s : ;' . . . . . . .. . , , ; ! .. Z ; . . . ... ' . . . " .. . . . . ' 47l C i :, 5- __ -_ " . . . .-.. ....
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E re F nt 2 agl-='d tha,:t the construct11i on pro -ec t mamrgaer

% at c1 .- - i c:1 ;per iCFo to eI-- b ase h is decion oI Thri e

e4i - e n tsc d o ;ct tFe ed a s st ronr.glIy a boUt th .22EId

-. .%

52 OV; -Thosie te-achi rg the co-nstructa on mfanaElgemen tcrricla:

4.--N~~~~~h- 
tL- ps hi f 8 Aepr not

%h 5t r~-- U In-,n 2 2 - O - R I P -

7he n -hous e t ra in in g p ro gr a ms v a ry +r om c ompan to- v c

0. '., C iP -' 1 i he-. BeL-ch tel h ave Ve2ry eVtt 2ens iye in.- ho u se t ra i r; in;g

*' prgr ar S -ompletion c-F the in house programs ar oust a

imporL amt i rmar,ny instanCe2s as a college certificate. M.

Gr If ft h , asn te2rv.,i e vi Ed e arli-e r, had attended appro.'I im2tely t en.

c, t -- rb t*he nv er head invol "nd i n c ompa--ny- trainrin 3

1 tonU-or mthos. uch- as trade schools to tIf r

IprLT1' s.ng labrerr . very imprtant area otF in-hou~s

tr r te e~foemn.The Business Rour t- 't

the -.aed f-or the coirrect tra-ini ng of-foe In

1 rdear shF p sr. --I -'tr are-a. The fcoremen make::s abig Juin.p Then-

thyb'oethe lo-aders Of -A croW or the leader c: -- ll the--

L.r2v~s. Thor,, have the tnchn i cal P:rowl edge buit some ha-o re'vzr' i.

* Ce r~urn tita:. ofleadership, manFagementA and pro

GaK atrLr t .ught to them.. The role of the fo:remrren h

caa, ci .rojenct site is to importan"t too s!ip0 G cr

-r 3n i ng 't-;urcd to T-a!:e h im a top perf ormrer. Th-e fj ~i.,--

hf-2 mr-i:, 1 ni etee man agement and the crew me-mber 'a t
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.2~ t;~ 11' to w ork in r.Qth oleas. The ConStru(ctia o projc L-c;-

t J.tv it y -rat e i S d ap en r1ent upocn t-h e fcre 2men 's a b I!!t ien E -

_11 B"'-ineSS Roundt-atle has published a very 2-tz.+-,.'

p "S~tpevi soryTraining Frogram" handbook through the C5FLt1c

iMJ-t1,'CO~ effectiveness project [Report A-4 CSupplement,

iQ= The h, J bo o K is available by writing to the address in

Lq ha've discf-USsed i,-~ gr2,zt detail the prcb1 c-;'s associatedf

1; 41 PrdUti-*tv. meatsuremnent; without the measu .Lreimernt it is -.r4

d 2~ -f i n h ow ve ar - doci n g One of the techniques is GOAL

*SETTING which part of the 13 point productivity) prograim. T E r c

are means by vwha ch to Set productivity rateS anl-dgas. f*E A

c t cotmsi ster~t from pro ject to project and C- ten! not even

*c-sr sistemt on the.' same project.

-. - SoG,7al =c.2ting i nvol-ves settinig Of pe-~rmnegcal .- o

settig co-ntinues- to be2 viewed as aninfunta if"t

I rofj , 0v I-I1j P- po dUC t i vi Iy E m p ir ical s tu di es sMup pcrt t hs one~t I

thEt Zetti-g csp.-:?ifir QoalRS and obj2CtiVeS for fututre pg-rfov;.ac

1 -,- to inc,-re-Ased motivation and performa--nce, =sir gf J y -l -mm

S-Er ~to ff-"EE hehaVior. Goal setting serves t,-. i.nc, Le

:7=' a-t ;:n b/ spec f y ing p ar t iCUlIar work1 b E" viors tt Ia~ te

A 'a iTh e~ h ei ved a great deal of attet i n goa

r ;%2:-r i;-lE'nt - was that of parti Cip':,tively -Y =-e ve

~z~.ML or he- ocrh t IliZe- r_ r- t' uc.

C! -tos f ts a2: u ir Q 1 ;Sp 1 ci A L ca 1- on, the contruz,: bK'-co th
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two methods c-f goal setting in promoting ogn~toa

5effec-tivleness. The method of setting the goals carinot Le

sepa rated from the pro-ject cost accounting. If YOU estimated zo

may l-cks lail per day, tut the goal set by the cr~w is

p dif-orentSomething haS to be changed. The Chec'-%- and bicc

svTst2m m~.st be Lused. The collection and Tmanipulati on c-f fhe data

* r~~q~i redto set UP the cost accounts and the original et ae

m.Lst riozt be forgotten by the construction management staff -anr-'

* 1 -ftonly to the cost engineers.

-cnother van rabl.e under stLudy wa~s the duration of yc--

-setting 12-f-fcts. Such r2SUlts5 were obtained in ec-,-perirnent-.b

crcIlecting performance data at several different times tr

g o- aIs 1-4 E- S-Se t a;t Wo0rk. As e~zpectad, the effert.-o goal zos-ttirT7g

v~r strorg1sr immedi'ately after the initial goal s-ettin-g ta

after ? to 12 months had passsd.

G oal- s et t ing i S a 'Va-IIluabl1e t oolI t o th e Co0n St 7-ctir o,-, fnaI a.

.S aep the crews pa-rticipating in setting the goals, it a3ct-s as

doo. chec:: vii~ the or ig inal esti mate and the curr!2,-n-t

'le, ad it increases prodUCtiVity. Goal setting, cc

sh~, Tou 6be renewed on a regular ScZhedul,- With

for me-eting the goa-ls andL4 -4 cou r se o f cti on f or

si no t hocrn;. The goal s mu-t. be reachab12 bUt. not 2easY h ah

humn eha . o0r zcan~ges from tthe: dcci red behavior i f th--- goal a--

MANAGEMENT BY OBJECTIVES (MBO) i=s very si1milar to god

stirg ccd al -o hsa p o er ful- I di rr-ti n g I Mf 1 '- ucce on b cc z-,

an! prcducst,.ity. MaInagemcent.1 by objecti~es is z: soph-i ti call -2
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management techni quo which makes use of an objecti v Latti ;- a d

othe*r devi ces to guide and control wcrk behavi or. The w&ajcr it.

,o the Fortune 500 companies manage their major divi si on by

obijctives.

MBO permits the objective assessment of performance a-d

allows the employee the opportunity to achieve rewards when goals

are accomplished. At each level in the organizational hierarchy,

specific goals are set jointly by the construction manager and

the foremen whose future performance could be guided by them.

Subsequently, the construction manager or someone on his staf-

will deliver behavior related feedback specific to performance

objectives. The difference between goal setting and MBO is that

gcEl suctting is without reference to performance appraisal. rl1nO

takes more time and effort to implement. 0

The biggest problem with the use of MBO is the number oi

*"" different pole-p- associated with any one construction activity.

.ne of the participates can be solely responsible for delayi-

the construction activity yet the objective will effect ever-yec

measured by that activity. The goals set must be geared, a-..r:ch

as pcs'_ible , to a single crew or fl c- i bl e enough to acc-c nt Cr

other delays.

The use of goals no matter whioh method you UO-O is e-.

irpo.rtar'. It makes the cre- feel like the,. are part :c-f the jet-

S. ~ r--porSibL _or the outcome, which they are. It gi .as the

.re, a;- ,chi ..ob'. c goal in the ncar future whth tha, can vcr t:

:Th. - C L mae t, goals - too far aZip - the =Ttt .. -'

" d , . . t[.e car" . uip ovw tqorl d.. Ia r
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:;till .rct he goa-ls. Unfortunaltely, this is very seldom thz

a T h e ue c of r-o a.~ ' s another method designed for iFnr sing

oroducivity id is very tSefUl in the coflstrLlctj on :ndustr-

PActher importa-nt part of the producti-,ity pro-gram is the--

SUPERVISORY METHODS us=ed by the construction manager and thms
4%

-fToremen. SEuper-visory oract ices shoul d be designed to ana--uro-zh.

organiza-tional goals are2 achieved throulgh the facilit--Atior: Lf -ht-

I . bFr-re rs pe2rf*ofr.man c E. In ef-fect, the needs o- the ca~c~f

ar-c Ccommuiaedd along temears-ends not.or, th cai

c: cmmairid , an d t -- f inal. r --SLt is t',Et the individuL isJ pr=---.te

.4i1th aet- F of bthi mnpli4.c itl 1a5.nd G 1,pli c 4.tl s ta.t Ed e; "p e C tt ir

o rrr to be i -lizd in structurIng suLSequen-t j-cu

The upri oymethods include many of the poi nts -AlIready

~-n':e1SLIC aiS7 C-ofmmnication, le-adership style, and q c A

seC-t tLi n g None of the points in the produtctivity prOgr3,n -Aro

nttLtal1ly E"Ul LIS V-2.

.Lprv'isory methods Of produlctivity need otbe t 7

tritvas involving "top down" di4;recti'.ea- in ordE.-tr

Cut-ut . t~eL1; producti-VI. t-, pregr7AnS hc atr

m mEt ho ds b, yn,-Creas I n g t he fpct t i zi 1 .-. 0 of 1 It br e -s at or[ " haE

a;:- e .ed ITI LAG* A ~tt .1kf7 -,7n.c s-e _j d s as t e ~

~ -~F C 10 mT t tce' r.d abLor aan a q TmLen t (zommtes as.

o; t:c~rv' h u~i~~r and somrae

in~at t tu d c by t,,-T c-Ti or. and zer i i, 11 -
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i mprovi rg pr-dL.ti vity. This rel ates us back t trai ni f-g a

N Aducat i C.. Most f oremen do not come with the techniques and

sophiticato requi red tc jump in with the knowledO-ge re-qu, ired to

4--. nake productivity improvements overnight. The foremen that a-e

1L 1 v hae trai ing available.

SAFETY on the construction job site is an import1ant p-.rt of-

any -roductivi ty program. It requires managements utmost suppcrt

and attention. All safety programs relate back to goal setting,

training, communication, and just plain common sense. ,orm1lly,

the companies that have achieved success in those areas have -lso
PI

developed a good safety program. Safety relates directly bac: tc

prcduCtivitv and on both sides of the productivity equation.-

The laborers productivity and performance normally go up

i. thr]ugh loyal ty to an employer the, feel is watching out for

t..r best intre c - and absenteeism goes down. As many ouJ 'eys

, av shown one of the causes of absenteeism are dange.-us

C r 1c :gcond tions.

Th-e cost of construction goes down because the ccntr- tr"

can offer lower bids wher. he has a good safety record 1 1

In-.ura.nce costs are less. Not to mentior: no 10a 1s st pendi ngrlo Mea oR neq.d,
Ca,-,se of n aIt, or the cost of au- OSHA fine. The cost of

-i..:pentin a good safety program is minimum compar-d t- the

E . I s ,I- to the constructi on manager to mahe sutrO the

z. ,, t y pr q;g,. n is trong and beireg used. The cost of poor saet,

_Dg -oAxs t.- e c.nor and the construction industr-/ r-equire hi
1 hv teba ron ad - 'OF c

; o be on top of the situation. -1 2

, . - ,;<ti, m,-..]2 ,,t I have the bacl ground and _dt ,_l n
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atleast be -famiIiaJr -i th the requirements- of & gocd stt

p rcg r am. it is the construction manager's mnor-al ob i gati onr-,

sA-etv COna-CICDUE..

A The APPRAISAL AND FEEDBACK proces-ses are senilto t"E

S ~U r'Val of th -e organi zati on anFd its5 productt Vi tv Fro ma

Seneral systems perspective, feedback,: means that some k'now!l edge

*~~~ oz the empi eyes s performance i.- :-eturned to the epoe n

a-cts as a st-iMirlUS to fUrther performance. Posit-ve feedba:%

~~' .~ signa-ls the employee to increase performancec, n-a:~

s*' just the reverse- -For most laborers.

* numb-er c-f humnan hehavi or theories ha-- pOi ; ted- -m:' t" -ft

idividu-als desire aridacivl 1 sloufedckauth-i

perform-ance. it aids them in their ques-t to b-ott-sr un~de--r siand

Vheel and their, roles in the organ-ization. The. perforimance-

aE-pp-ai-al int-v--- .-ew represenilts a n opportuni ty f or the emplo-ya-et:

such -feed4bac-, from his supervisor. Laborers alEQ ca -n

9 auq:1 re edbackV through the self monitoring of pefr-ra-and

throu--gh acce~ss to summarized productivity reports andsumre

of the tii me cards. N-ot allI employee's -are interested i.

* mor.1 toning the-:ir performance, so do not count on a b-ig dmn

produc t i it y r;epor ts. 'lst however, are interoct-ad inr th-

* otr u- Li kr moitgr '-as opti ni on on how4 the a re do mg. Foec-.

L 3F e iCz :i TIP!- Z_ 2;- 1ou 'cc doing great, ;9e - re on s-chadul ~.

Thc Frr'r_'- -'Ia St-r 2iy rEviee e v--2a rIi e r is a omof

d' Lr 1a{fc the. fn- amer. It mal::ezr L.p-3rth

* J fa-Ac to F-c oM M.UnitIo since te;jb

I t E- ar 1 n tel It use-s a sourer, o -D ~r- -ll,:onh
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i- iier m-portant to the LBonstructi on manager. The i nir

O~Jt1 i t from, --ppr ai.sal and feedtaz:. v~i11 not cioo.en;

and nay rt te that nz'ic-abie since our me-suring t-h=io- re

* rot tha-t precis norm--all1y; however, the ti me i nvestead cet-I-

V4' hurt p. OuCtxitV any.

;Ie DECISION MAKING TECHNIQUES that thecF;tctO mage

ukS e Sral -- f2ctS the produ(ctlvity On the con-stuC-tion- --ot

site. ECisior. maling is the act of selecting a flit.V

10 . curse Of actior, from amTong an ex-plored set of aIte,matixxes. it

i 7 the c-onstruction manager's job. Construction manage-rs-, mc--

0 than Any other workers, are employed to -nake effectiv.1e

cr ga ,i z.t o n a deci -siors and are evaluat-1-ed on their abilityi to d1o

Many people f eel tha deci si on makirng i s syr:onymou5 th I

-,,:n--g ing. The t.cchniqu2s for mraking toedecisions are eryl

The u se Of ex.pert systems is an upcoming meanso c-,r
4

11 yivss 1:i the end i t i s st ill the construct ion, m-oaa- tV.-t

:T- t !::c-- t h..?4 ~i -:l dec ision. and the decis=,i on on what IE

p - programed---c, into the er.pert systemns. The weiht and bai cea

* ace--ied to, di ff eront variables by the construlction &- ro mc

cm ro ep -ri e nce. The -advantage of the coinpUterJ e :pr

ay te- a oii -a e a p er t h as p ro gr-a.me inf al tho 1w edt a

*ha -A hece- sI:, ICC kro wIce og eab t s an d e --,p:ZerJ -iceid c n L. e i t t o -k I

t h, o- L ,-, l 'A 1:i Ig prcce ss. Thec con struL-ct i on iiEna cEr cre

p b - 1 i t 7 rd ituit io0n inF th Aei S on f n:n prCes

--A- d t7 1r;1's 1c In e r. tc I-I b t 0 t r eP 1 ed

TF- C --- f cr- mAl- tr.g has al so c!- r-ged in i ts
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cst ULa 1 L*'-'*' r~' ;Ti~thOdS t2 1 mprOve- pr-c-d..Icti vit. t/

c~'nstuctih -,,agsr 4 ae oined the group Of managers that ifeE'

the laborers ozn the job site k-now their job the best and cften,

1hA. 2 the2 best ideas -For increasing productivity. This is moti a

blind faith of -the laborer bUt more of an awak:ening to a

reltively Unused source of information and iLnsight.

4 CAREER DEVELOPMENT is a very important motivator for scine

efnployees which effect the productivity rate of many 2mpIoyeas2-.

Career dev.el cpient is the process by Lvhich an organi 2at, Or,

proL)motes i ts empl oyee's growth i nsi.Lde t he o-rga-ni zati on. Ihia

Tight involve career counseling or planning. The humIIIa;-

mnot ivA tion -F actir s ware pr evi ousl -/ di scussed as a 7'_or m of

pr oduiCtivilty J Tip,-v-mt. The career development w J 1 ti n th f,-7

c Onst rLc t in i nd ustry is an important part of produtivity. H

career de.-elopme.nt i4dea- is not new to either union 05cr Open hs

scethe 1level of each craftsmen is watched ;-fnd the py~ 2r

o:n the lev.el. The promotion to foremen is ajWays a prou4

d ~ ichi eveirient .

The promoti on of employees in the same- coMpan,, has ap

be, _eT it- and many d.rawb ac 'ks. The benof i ts are ~nw ;yuhov

ij, eri pEr- crrmer and -A 1-nown q _,:nt ,t y. I f th s E l act IC--T o I fr

pro-TMot: o0;. i s pc;p _; Ir :,mon~rg the I Ibrro C-,,= l'__ -.Qt Lnn-POpUl r

aaor eor T oan t!-. t" p c i 1i 1t -E fo a dvanceent'nie

i~~~~ P~-~mFtirIv g stan dar d. The drawt-Ad:s com-e i f h

g- i~L ~ C, noL pop-di or Goen' fecl i.-go_ goit hiurt L Ioo:s L

.'f:: nt iromtcd This is tr. in J b tli 19 co'l -tran
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t 1--r s31--rr o un di'n gs. The office and fixeld pol-itics --re

E i mp cr -t a.-t w h n mki r .F:Amg a d van cemITe -

__ dcvel opments czan also mean other things besid de u

prmci t ar b sletinfor training programs, v jt

* ccrm 1 f- --n and new res-ponsi biIi ti es. Noct aI lab o r ersr

achi erd TfVare not interest!-d in, career developmart, tbL,'

Me r- 2. Th? LISC- Of caerdevel opment i s an 2+f2Ct i

procin. tool -E or those laborars and emplIoyee 's that r

* mctivate- j'-the posSi biIi ty c-f advancement and career

* ~~~The ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE Of any group o opn

. ~big part of the productivity of that organization. T he astruc t2

of an organization represents a pattern of relationships,

Gspac ial a u1 Y Ltho-r i ty and f unct ional rel at ionshi psl, among

- organizational meiib'ers. Each organization has A Formal tctr

.- hich is- comiposed of written docufrientati3on Which provides

Iempioyees with specific inStrtc'CiOn Or pFol-*CcZS. Each

c~rga~i~eton ~ hac. an- i;--Jormatl strUot~ire vihich i - *a:k~c

* -1 _ -ti orship- eco~ through the human Contact of thc

ZPo t!; t ha2 n-for m al and formaI str u ct ure f an -=k'.z t. F

.4 are dvnamic. This is- natuar.e since people :,nd ogr to

* le v-th ti-re.. It- :sJalsC natUral, .n the scrc o- -;rc-.tc-

* cuctvit ,th-it org.:nizations a-nd po-op 4,. chortge. Ttc e

_v-p i: ,h ___'--nn philFcc cph,, of getting leanr Lin-d :

* ~ ~~~ c cdc t ~r I n g ov/erh.-ea d cos-ti creet_

7rud)Ltr C t C. Se sinIC C t t: F; PLUt S Ide Of tC 0, L~ut,:. t Di 1.. -
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rs'.

vPhile ts-utu d-' t' a- equ-tat io.r r-am a~ n a the Samle. Theu

r- t-32 L;~ Ci stuture- 0±1 con St ru'c tion. companies i s nt

st~zri ae IfF2cr is thf-.e r-e a ny ev-1i denr.ce a s t o wh i ch cr-a i.S t he

tra-st- produkctiv.e. The subject cof organizational str-ucture is a!:n

area of great interest since each company is always-: looking for-

the optIim-al s-tructure.

The Use of FINANCIAL COMPENSATION is Used v dl in th

c-onstructi on Industry as a form of incenti1ve f or prod.cti' i t,

V ncese. Incentive pay is t-ypica11y'- thought of as performi 1*nga

Tumo o functions that contribute to organ.izational4

-c2 ~'tfI E-n z2s Primily iIv, i t i s cons i de-red a- reward- that cmr. t be

* used to ak emplioyens -e:a1isa-:t isfied oji th their jobs , c;t. ivae

-them,;T -ii fn the.ir TComimn to -the organi zati on, and k-ee-:p thla,;

tr -gI--i -tior, For 2x a mple , prof it-sa rin -,g procgra: -TC S

152rninrasn nui-1bers, e;(2eIrpiifying height-ead

a.-n.-*aef,;E on, the part c-f the organi zati on of the pete;1iii- L-

- ~;Ecarn.ZLitment to an; organizaktional end of great .n!-

*MOntar-y compensati on in the conrstr-ucti on i ndu;,'.

ser ME(--a positive rei nforcemernt, contingent u.pon1 the.

epr r- rmanc c;-of d esir -a bl job beL-h avi or-s. T hc e esira b le botc:IDr

a-f tn set--by goal sett i ng, ?1BO type programs, a-.- onAI. ;er

t Lu2. Athe c r ew mL a their goal ,bu~t a.t the -.G C
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I
_V -W NrX-M PI

is

abusing th- eq1U ipment, you have to question the goals you set;
is

the goal of installing material quickly is normally at the

__.pen.-e cf greater waste of Ma-rial. You must balance the gc.. a

and nak:= the fimani al benefits measurable -o the l.borers I.

i snct just another joke.

Financial compensation cannot be a "give me". The merit

s--tem and goal system mu,,,st be obtainable but above the e,'pected.

The regular pay of laborers and employee 's is not for just

* . _ a4:JiP Lp and stEnding around and financial compensation 3ho l.d

r.o, be a regular add-on to the pay. It is a reward for supar-

4 per-formance, anid can lead to great productivity by, laborars .... ."

c-e-s -for short durations. It is not a permanent increase

productivit'.

Many studies have been done on the prductivi y -f4rt-

the PHYSICAL WORKING CONDITIONS. ,hlisaI wor.ng c.o.nd.. i t

include such things as: noise levels, illumination, and sitE

a you t. The studies have been -:or both white and blue .col 1 -r

c~r!::oro and a-. detailed -as the design of chairs and officE

-i:oL;t. T1-2 studies done for the blue collar wor -r-

* centered around manufacturing. The physical origcdins

"on the -, nst-cti on job site have gotten some attenti - h_

.tar:d point of wor :3biit,, no r'y de -irat1 il

The -- ;Ti O thipg. 1 u.:, as having -n ou gh c1ei n t 3 b=z

. lB /-ry impcL: -nt for prVducti vit;. If there a:- e F o h ,-cund

f-r - r if the hecd- are trashed, the !5,borers w ! I tcc .,r

." r _-:::owhera €.is. ''-o1_ go. Time a.av,-. rom th'- :31' 1 -

.T ;n QrodLt I :7. !COITi Of C2- estIM.teS mad. ... -e
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that 1 as S th rn h 3 t h e vwcr- day r i s spernt inim d irect l abo.r.

Whnvr;*-ie c an- a 1i mi naeascur ce of of- 4'the j ob time 1 t 1il

h e I pvd,c t ivi Th e e;,amp ie o-+ p or tablIe h eads is o'n I.nia

e -) the psbleproduc:tiJVe changes the cntut f

inaae cul1d Ma!k:E in the? physical work--ing condi tioens at the

oanL-utijn job site.

T The ph Ys icaI wo)r1,I n g c: c-ndfi o ns onr an .y co;-;s t r;- ct. 'r1

elfect the prcductivity o-f that project. The time anFd e-ffort

~ncvdis- mi,-iMLZM, it iS TorE R state O-f aw-arenes that i

requir-ed to see -any problems with the physical-,!in

o-'dit I n s. gOd suggest ion box, may help locate any SarI LO-

* grab! :-. a~ ih c -SUgg2sti on boxes, yoi must sotouttk

J 3l - rd ':nd the ocr i ous I subm It ted s Ugg:stgESiF nS.

WORK RESCHEDULING is somnething the construction-. i.-du-str-'. h-as,

t-e dong f~rag~s; however, not in the way -t i~ i ntandL-d hs

Jc-s.Th 2 Vwor': re2schaduling that could help in the paiciit,

*ic-ntiya tion c-f the r-Enstruct~on laborers is ha-d

s3.nce cot -truct ion; is a t eiim efot The vwort ecelul;ta

t h u s; ol og- st su~ggest istran formning the tr edl t i ons1 1- i

I arwo-[ vweek into a more: +lE.ibli:e, ' 'ariable SChedu' Lle

12 ~~ -_ ----ca us flex ible sched U1 ng -whicoh pernits emTp l-,

*tisto-_ cog-a better with non-wor-: problems du'rinrg Wor-!. hours

I L -~ pi;; 'rr~ timo period of a few hnurs ea-ch d,,, L-rLon

'.o, se ratbE! thore.

"> this_ is= he- to do sinLr th-e 3a- _-.-JE-z -_'3;-_'_

I gv-o~ezt ~ ~ as lot of tvia ';a Ec cordinct,-on. T~v
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ct~.-r i t- h ea st aosrc ion maagr a mr-1; mp a- w -n

-:: ry crw ht a.ot i -- 2- - gh sam are tor sing tl~ -Eta-s , or

rn-tri-1rAdy n others- start a& Tew hours later for jb cEan=-

uptiswyth rject is -worked longer hours bu-Lt ea-ch l-aborer-

s-I~~ I a-o aeght hou-rs.

* ir eschedul i ng is even har der or Lin on sobst baaaE? r-

the7- -l vUl ec set up by onrat The use -wchrss-uig

IT-

*a! oh- cf t he cons.truct, ion mngr's time and ERff ort.Itsoldb

ova AtldoflSOBb ca-se basis-

- The n; point in the program, WORK REDESIGN, hals not

recei-ved Much attenti on in the construkction i nduz-tr, v ba hus

ajo i C. Ip-a C t an t he- ma n Ufact Uring idusry Th del A '7

Job ca-kn be! d es cri boed a s a s-pec-'.f ,c a t o aof job con r.t ent.1 ahd

*adrelationships inr-. order to sa -ti- s y the technolocg i c- and-

or Izr t :s arcI roe- i raemnts= of wor1+ k as w ell as t h -- mci a] ad

* c 1 eqareer c-f the job hol der. Inf- reen as it has1 4

7 , zg~a that jlobs weeoften desi gREd wit-h emg.11hmDSI or.

ag sa rc'i rmen ts and,, ig nora-nce of h uma re Z' -vfnru:

3iF -3CtU r 1ij indUs tr- c~ eutin g i n vio r Er- d i c tI- 4,,k-4 ~ct:

;d its.i proud c tIit. A\ s t r-A te gy for cercomn t)fT, 4ht --, Fectn c

c d t, Lt c- -t t ttr word or p, rfor manre anr.d e njcoymon so-.

I ' -I -t n Irl-J c .i1 r - d tc rC 1 -

-. . -- e*rct 'i r th :-u rnu f 1c t r Inct t' - 21rc
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,. uture. The problem of laborers job satisfaction has been less

in the construction industry than in manufacturing due to the

nature of the work. This will change with the introduction of

robotics in the construction field. As men are replaced, their

job descriptions will have to be rewritten and redesigned to

provide satisfaction. If we implement the changes correctly from

the start, we won't have to repeat manufacturing mistakes and

suffer the resulting productivity decline.

Some of the problems with work redesign can be eliminated

through the education and training of our employee'c. Some 0-Ir

-the crafts will change, such as the masons with the introduction

-f the machines that can lay block quicker and cheaper than the

masons of the near future. The displaced masons must have their

jobs redesigned to provide satisfaction and keep the productivity

improvements that the machines offer.

The final point of the productivity program is also one of

the most important. JOB SECURITY is on a lot of peoples minds

these days with layoffs and automation in the construction

. industry. It includes laborers and engineers, ano does not know

any geographic bounds. The construction industry is a anomaly.

We work very hard to work ourselves out of jobs. The quicker we

finish a project the sooner we can loot: for another job. nere "

is a real problem with this, and it can be seen often at the erid

of a big job when there are no more jobs to be had. It is often

hard to finish a big job because the laborers do not want tc.

finish becai-se there are no more jobs in the area. You cannot

blame the l4Lorers for not wanting to finish and go on
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CHAPTER SIX

CN O CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

CONCLUS IONS

V " Our understanding and research of the productivity problem

in the construction industry is actually very good. The studies

being performed by various educational and research institutions

are commendable. The organization and structure formed by the

Business Roundtable and the productivity centers is becoming very

efficient in the distribution of information, highlighting the

problems, and increasing the awareness and knowledge of the

industry. In the final analysis, it is the implementation by the

-- individual company and contractor where we are not doing so well.

The solutions and ideas to improve construction productivity have

been in the works since before the turn of the century but we &re

slow to follow them and still cannot measure the change

accurately or consistently even if we implement them.

This is not to say that some companies have not taken great

steps forward in their technological advances. The problem is

the technological advances which lead to productivity advances

are far behind the advances in wages and benefits. How far

cannot be determined since there is not a good standardized

systein fuor the measurement of construction productivity. Even

the caICulations of the total dollar volume are significantl,

-irong. The problems are compounded by the fragmentation and

competitiveness of the construction industry.
.:.

In reading the Business Roundtable reports and studies it

. bccome. apparert that the members of the Business Roundtable felt
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Z -. the only way to control and effectively regulate the construction

industry is through the owners and clients; hence is the growth

of the construction management business. The dissemination of

4 the information and recommendations of the Business Roundtable

has been slow to the owners and clients but it is spreading and

so is the use of the construction manager philosophy. Steven

- x" Rezhtel Jr., president of the Bechtel Corporation and a membe, of

the Business Roundtable, on a recent field visit to the Oa: Ridge

:• " ' Office voiced the same concerns and ideas.

The problem of standardized construction productivity

measurements on a large industry wide scale is still a formidablee

problem. The government still will not release its figures on

the construction industry because of inaccuracies and the

construction industry does not keep any central records. The

.-
? 

.idea of breaking down the industry into smaller segments for

% reporting has been tried in that the industry reports separately

the industrial, commercial, residential, and highway

construction. Unfortunately this has not solved the problrm.

The problem of project level productivity measuremera-t is

* much more simple but still a problem. Even projects of similar

"onstructio, often use different measures of productivity because

of client preferences or because of contractor preferences. The

* trend for- standardization of company wide productivity

measurement is at least looking favorable. Many of the companies

interviewed use a standard measure for each craft, and are

• attempting to star.dardize the productivity measuring system

between projects. The construction manager will have to select

* L46
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J. the productivitv measures he feels will be the most useful and

constantly stay with it. This has become easier with the advent

of the micro computer because even standardized information can

*, be quickly manipulated into almost any desired form.

The governments role in all this is multifaceted, starting

with adopting some of the Business Roundtables recommendations on

recording and reporting construction industry figures. The

government has started in the right direction and is working on

improving the techniques used in the productivity measurements.

The government also needs to review the mound of regulations

placed on the construction industry and decide what can be

- combinied and eliminated wherever possible. This act is not easy

since many federal and state jobs are associated with the

regulation and governing of the construction industry. The

construction industry can help with continued studies on

S. " regUlatkion and report its findings to the federal and state

agencies. The governmental agencies must create a central point

to receive the recommendations and evaluate them, otherwise any

i .. changes must slowly make their way through the congressi onal

4 channels. The changes made through congressional channels are

" " always subject to lobbying pressures by various groups. This is

- .-. another front where the construction industry can help its

o produCtivity by being more aggressive in the lobbying arena.

The subject of productivity in the construction industry

Louches~ every part of our daily lives. It is a very broad topic

o whi:l, sLretches from the productivity of a single individual

laborer to that of the largest industry in the United States.
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This paper has presented an overview of productivity in the

construction industry from several different perspectives, that

of the activity, the project, and up through concerns of the

industry in general. The paper has also presented a 18 point

program to be used to heighten the awareness of the construction

manager and the project team.
'.

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH TOPICS

In the course of writing this paper it became apparent that

there are a great many topics that pertain to the subject of

productivity in the construction industry that still need

research and investigation. The following is a list of possoi1

-future research topics:

1. The use of video camera's for time lapse productivity

measurements.

SI 2. A study of "white collar" productivity in the construction

industry.

Standardize a list of construction productivity units that

* can used for all segments of the construction industrv

Develop a method for assigning weights to the indiviotal

productivitV rates so they may be combined into a single

* project productivity rate that can be applied aLross the

"spectrum of projects.

4 Research the use of productivity data in claiIs arid legai

proceedings and how current collection methods etfect the

-A. outcome of the proceedings.
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Group President
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